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Committee favors tuition hike 
by Adam Chrzan 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
ty and service fee for the con-
struction ·of a $10 million, 
150,000 square foot complex, 
according to committee chair-
man Jeff Butler. 
dum during the elections 
earlier this fall. 
According to student 
govenment official Mike 
Tierney, a majority of 
students who voted in that 
election were in favor of a stu-
dent union being built. 
Students also agreed, by a 
slim margin, to fund the pro-
j ect through an increase in 
the activity and service fee. 
provided by the state. A 
percentage of each student's 
tuition goes to the state and 
is eventually filtered back to 
the university. This funding 
varies in amount and is not 
always available to the 
university 
Possible funding 
a student union at 
UCF: The proposal to increase the 
fee still must receive approval 
from Student Body President 
John Gill and UCF President 
Trevor Colbourn. 
• Capital improvement 
funds 
• State bonding 
The Activity and Service 
Fee Review Committee 
recommended a $1 per credit 
hour increase in student tui-
tion rates to finance the 
development and construc-
tion of ·a new student union 
building. 
The committee's purpose 
was to weigh the merit of an 
increase in the student activi-
The question of whether 
students wanted a student 
union built and if they would 
be willing to pay an addi-
tional one dollar per credit 
hour was posed in a referen-
Gill said the funding could 
come from three areas: 
D State Bonding: To receive 
this type of funding, the 
university must initiate the 
project. This also requires 
some type of collateral. In 
this instance, the increase of • ActMty and SeMce 




by Eddie Gorak 
and Mark Deitchman 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
While UCF has taken the claim of 
the fastest growing university in the 
state, the expansion of the campus 
police department has been 
dangerously slow, say some campus 
officials . 
''We are the poorest funded univer-
sity in the state for campus police 
protection.'' John P. Goree, vice 
president of business affairs, said. 
"At this rate we can not keep up with 
major crimes against people and pro-
perty." 
In the administration's attempt to 
combat this safety problem, a student 
escort/patrol ~ervice (SEPS) was im-
plemented in 1983. At night, any 
UCF student can call the information 
booth for a male escort to accompany 
her across campus grounds. Current-
ly there are 13 SEPs in the program 
and on any given night five to six of 
them available for the protection of 
UCF's coeds. 
Jody Freeman, 20, is a concerned 
0 Capital Improvement 
Trust Funds: This is money SEE FEES, PAGE 6 
Volusia hall resident who feels 
something should be done about cam-
pus safety. 
"My roomate and I are scared to 
death sometimes when we go to our 
cars at night, we hurry, it's very dark. 
I believe there should be an increase 
in campus protection," Freeman said. 
Karlene Roebuck of Seminole Hall 
sums up most of the fears of campus 
coeds. "The majority of the girls 
would not feel safe walking across 
campus without a SEP." 




by Maryann L. Cross 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The accumulation of pollutants in 
Lake Claire may pose a threat to 
recreational use and marine life 
within five years because of a reten-
. .. tion pond located between the lake 
,.. and Greek Park, says Dr. I. -Jack 
::::::· 
.;: Stout of the Biology department. 
The pond, dug to catch mud, debris 
and storm water from Greek Park, 
overflows into Lake Claire whenever 
its water level exceeds design capaci-
ty. 
Jeff Glick/The Central Florida Fut1:ue According to Marty Schwebel, en-
. forcement chief of the Environmental 
sion of the SEPS program as well as . Protection Agency, the highest con-
an overall increase in police protec- centration of pollutants is contained 
tion. · within the initial haH-inch of run-off, 
"The police department has not which then settles to the bottom of 
kept up with the growth of the unver- the pond and is absorbed into the soil 
sity due to the fact that funding out The problem, says Stout, occurs when 
of the general budget has been pretty the retention pond is full because -of 
lean. Th~ SEPS program is an ab- heavy summer rains. The opportunity 
solute essential because they have then exists for materials to pass out 
freed the police so that the officers of the pond instead of being contain-
can do other things." ed. 
Ronald 'C. Seacrist, director of But Michael N. Spinnato, an 
· engineer with the Physical Plant, said 
SEE NIGHT, PAGE 5 that the retention pond was dug ac-
Student escort service watches · out for coeds 
cording to specifications of the 
Department of Environmental 
Regulation and run-off from the 
retention pond is flowing into the sur-
rounding wetlands, not into Lake 
Claire. Spinato does not believe that 
run-off from the retention pond will 
pose a serious threat to Lake Claire as 
Greek Park is developed because each 
house will have its own retention 
Campus safety tips: 
• Never walk alone at night. 
Coll SEPS at 275-2422 tor on 
escort. 
by Mellssa Pellerin 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
at the Visitors' Information Booth. 
The SEPS provide a· supplement to 
the university police force. They take 
on some of the responsibilities of the 
police, allowing the officers more time 
to concentrate on their work. The 
S~Ps accompany students to . and 
from various points on campus. . .. pond. • Ten someone where you ore 
going and when you plan to~ 
back. · 
• Stay on lighted walkways. 
The UCF Police Department 
employs 12 students as members of 
the Student Escort/Patrol Service 
(SEPS). The escorts are on duty seven 
days a week from 7:30 p.m. to 12:30 
a.m. There is a minimum of 3 escorts 
on duty and the average is 5. They are 
based in the Police Department and 
SEPs also act as an extra set of 
eyes for the police. 
The problem of pollution in Lake 
Claire will depend upon how Greek 
Dialing for classes 
Phone registration to ease 
lines. 3 
Cholesterol 
The news isn't all bad. 7 
Heavy Metal 
An exclusive interview with 
\Jon Bon Jovi. Inside 
SEE SEPS, PAGE 5 
'~··· ..... ·.• \ ... ·:· 
I 
'--"-~-"-~~~--"-~--"""-= 
One· more time 
Knights go for a final vic-
tory. 11 












Come and experience the woodsy· charm. · 
Sales and Mc;>del Center Located One Mile North on 
- Alfaya Trail From Highway 50 then left on Lokanotsa Trail. 
OPEN. 7 DA VS I BROKERS WELCOME 
Affordable prices start in the low SO's 
2 & 3 Bedroom rentals Prices Include: Washer, Dryer, 
available while they last. Refridgerator and .Dishwasher. 




















Register by phone 
and beat the lines 
by Mike Rhodes 
EDITOR IN CHIEF 
Lengthy registration lines 
may be a thing of the past. 
According to Bernie Sless-
inger, systems supervisor for 
the registrar's office, a phon& 
in registration service will be 
ready to go for· the Summer 
1986 semester. 
Over 100 students have 
utilized the system on an ex-
perimental basis in an effort 
to work out any bugs. So far 
there have been no major pro-
blems. 
Only touch tone telephones · 
can be used on the UNIF-
TRAN Academic Registra-
tion System. Students simply 
call a special number to ac-
cess the system. _The com-
puter instructs users through 
its synthesized voice from 
there. 
Armed with their social 
security numbers, personal 
identification numbers (PIN 
c_odes), and class registration 
codes, students can complete 
the registration process in 
about five minutes. 
New trial and advisement 
forms with instruction sheets 
are being prepared to make 
the system easier for students 
to use. Slessinger hope~ that_ 
at least 60 percent of UCF's 
16,000 students will use the 
system. 
The new system is tied in to 
the regular registration 
system as well as registrar's 
records·. Students whose 
records are on administrative 
hold will find the phon&in 
system just as difficult to get 
along with as regular registra-
tion. The computer notifies 
students of administt-ative 
holds, class conflicts, closed 
. classes·and any other problem 
a student could face during 
the registration process. 
Slessinger said the system 
was designed around the cur-
rent registration system and 
incorporated students' most 
common problems. 
The only problem students 
might encounter is a busy 
signal, said Slessinger. There 
are 16 phone lines hooked up 
to the system and it will be ac-
cessible 24 hours-day. Sless-
inger expects 16 lines to be 
sufficient . but welcomes the 
problem of having to install 
more. 
"That means that more 
students will be on the phones 
and less will be in line,'' said 
Slessinger. More lines can be 
easily installed, and accor-
ding to Slessinger the number 
of lines can be doubled with 
the existing equipment. 
Turkey talk 
Tim Barto/Central Florida Future 
This display in the bookstore window caught a few glances this week. 
Growth being planned here 
by John Bathen 
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE' · 
The university is growing at break-neck 
speed, but it is not growth without a plan. 
Examples of UCF' s careful growth plan 
can be seen in the Board of Regents' three 
year priority list. 
The list is composed of projects planned for 
the university over the next three years. In 
additon to plans to build a business ad-
ministration building and remodel the old 
engineering building, the ·university has 
begun to look ahead to the construction of a 
communications/ arts complex. 
The complex hasn't been planned yet, 
because construction won't begip until the 
1988-89 fiscal year. However, the BOR has 
already asked the state Legislature to secure 
SEE GROWTH, PAGE 4 
· Spring schedule changes New loan system _draws praise 
These Cl'\onO~. in 
the Sprfng 1986 
·aoss SchedLtte 
are current as of 
Nov. 22. 
by Veronica Edwards 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The Financial Aid Office at UCF recently receiv-
. ed recognition for its automated student loan pro-
cessing system when the Council of State Universi-
ty System Directors met in Tallahasse last week. 
Though many universities are in the test· mode of 
implementing an automated GSL program, UCF 
was the first campus with the new system up and 
running. 
There are advantages to the new system. 
"The automated system reduces the time 
students wait on our office to certify the applica-
tion. Our in-house processing of the application, in 
many instances, can be reduced from six to eights 
weeks to one w'eek,'' Goodenough said . 
One reason many students do not receive finan~ 
cial aid on time, according to Goodenough, is .that 
students neglect to complete an ACT packet for 
that academic year. Without the completion of the 
packet, no processing of any aid can begin. 
This fall the Financial Aid office began using the At the meeting, topics such as future automated 
new automated application system. UCF is the systems, and speedier delivery of financial aid 
"pilot campus," Financial Aid Director Rick money were amoung the numerous subjects 
Goodenough said. discussed. 
The GSL program at UCF is "a strong The Florida Student Association was 
program," Goodenough said. represented at the meeting. They "expressed con-
......... , .......... llilillll•llll•M••lll•M According to Goodenough, over nine million cerns as to the untimeliness of delivery of aid,'' 
· . • , dollars were used by students last year. Goodenough said. 
~CliJli-iW#ii@ll&llll!J-0!%@0W-Mf#~-----~~!iii-lii@@;!j@@l'liiiWi'!-81ii8'!01fu;£0Mf?A%BjiiWiiW-At#l$L-@W 
D TIME CAPSULE 
The UCF Art Time Cap-
sule, created by Gina 
Mueller, will be filled with 
items by UCF students and 
then sealed and placed in the 
Library to opened in 2085. 
I terns expressing the 
spirit of 1985-love letters, 
photographs, tapes and 
more-will be accepted at 
the entrance to the Ubrary 
on Dec. 3 at 12 noon. 
D WHO'S WHO 
Applications for "Who's 
Who Among Students in 
American Universities and 
Colleges" are available at 
the Student Center and Stu-
dent Affairs Office (ADM 
282). Deadline for applica-
tions is Dec. 11. 
D SUPER COMPUTER 
The Harris Corpora ti on 
has bolstered UCF's stan-
ding among the few uJ1,iver-
sities capable of a 'teaching 
progr~m in micro-chip 
design by donating an 
HlOOO super mini-computer 
to t_he computer science 
department. 
The new computer will 
allow UCF computer scien-
tists to greatly increase the 
speed of carrying out the 
complex ·processes nee· 
cessary to analyze Very 
Large Scale Integrated Cir-
cuits (VLSI), chips packing 
hundreds · of thousand~ of 
transistors into a space no 
larger than a fingernail. 
When the computer 
science department entered 
this high-tech field in 1980, 
it became one of only 10 
universities in the world 
with VLSI . teaching -·and 
research programs. 
D WART REMOVAL 
The Student Health 
Center has a Wart Removal 
Clinic every Tuesday from 
9:.30 to 11:30 a.m. No ap-
pointment is neccessary. 
D FROM ALL OVER 
v The NCAA' s controver-
sial Proposition 48, which 
would keep freshmen with 
low standardized test scores 
and grades from playing col-
lege varsity sports, should 
go into effect gradually, two 
NCAA committees have 
recommended. 
Left unchanged, starting 
next August the rule would 
mean freshman athletes 
would need a 2.0 GP A and a 
combined 700 SAT score or 
15 ACT score to compete on 
intercollegiate teams. 
v The University of 
Wisconsin's student govern-
ment last spring banned 
campus sales of magazines 
featuring unclothed women. 
D SCHOLARSHIPS 
v Applicants with a record of 
community service ai:e being 
sought by this year's Dr. 
John T. Washington Com-
memorative Awards commit-
tee. 
Applications may be picked 
up at the Minority Student 
Services office and are due 
back Dec. 14. 
v . Applications are now 
available for the Delta Delta 
Del ta Service Projects 
Scholarship. At UCF,_ one 
award of $600 will be given to 
a full-time undergraduate 
woman. The recipient of the 
award will automatically 
qualify for a national award of 
$1,000. 
To apply for the scholar-
ship, contact the director of 
financial aid or the dean of 
students. Completed applica-
tions must be turned in before. 
Jan. 8. 
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FROM PAGE 3 
$200,000 for planning the 
complex during the 1987-88 
fiscal year. In addition to that 
request, the board also asked 
the Legislature for an addi-
tional $2.6 million for the ac-
tual construction of the pro-
ject, to begin in 1988. 
While no exact plans have 
yet been made for the new 
communications/arts com-
plex, Dean McFall, director of 
Public Affairs, s·aid the com-
plex would probably hous.e 
communications classes, 
equipment and possibly a fine 
arts auditorium. 
The site for the building 
will be chosen during its plan-
ning stage in 1987 and 1988. 
According to the UCF 
Report, President Trevor Col-
bourn said he felt the com-
munication/arts complex, 
along with other 
developments on the drawing 
board, are vital to the conti-
nuing growth of the UCF 
community. 
Getting 
Tangled Up In 
The Rehabilitation 
Process? 
The Client Assistance / .· 
\ Program Can Help! 
,-; Your rehabilitation needs are as indivdual 
:2 as you are. If you are having a problem. first 
.fry to 'Mlrk it our with your counselor. 
Ii that doesn't solve ii... 
-WRITE-
The Governor's Commission on Adl'ocacy 
for Pe~ns with Disabilities 
Office of the Governor - The Capitol 
... Ta llahassee. Fl 32301·8047 
--- ........... -...... ,.. .. _,. ....... ... 
UNIVERSITY CAR WASH 
Pressure wash with soap, bubble brush & wax 
6 bays avail. For cars, trucks, boats & motor homes 
::.:: ~ g ~ 
~ ~ 
~ E. COLONIAL ~ 
• rococoA 
11470 E. COLONIAL DR. 








DON'T BE THE VICTIM OF A BIG RIB·OFFI 
Our Prime Ribs are so good, they're often 
sold out before we open ... HONEST! 
The way to make sure you don't miss out 
on a good thing is to phone ahead, 
(yesterday is a good time, but four hours 
ago will do in a pinch) and tell us the 
number in your party. 
Sorry, only two (2) crispy end slices 
per roast, you'll have to settle that 
















Watch out for The Holiday 
, Shopper 
NIGHT 
FROM PAGE 1 
The Central Florida Future, November 27, 1985, 5 
will recognize the fact that we need more 
police protection. I hope it won't take a 
tragedy for this fact to be realized,'' Goree 
said. 
*11.e Central Florida future 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=::::::~==~~=~! public safety and police chief at UCF, agrees r-- - - - - - - - - - - - --, with Goree but also says that the police force 
According to Goree, student government 
could play a role in the administratio~'s at-
tempt to obtain more officers for campus pro-
tection. 
I I 
is doing the best job possible with its limited 
resources. 
I I "The campus is not as safe as it should be and we need to start a realistic growth plan I · I for the future. As of now our student-pfficer 
I I 
ratio ranks last out of the other eight univer-
"My roomate and I are 
-scared to death 
sqmetimes when we go 
to our cars at night." 
·Jody Freeman 
Volusia Hall resident 
sites in the state at 1 officer for every 900 
I I students. We really should have 33 officers but at this time we only have 21 including 
I I myself.'' 
I I 
Seacrist said his department suffers from 
low morale because of burnout. 
I I ''The staff is pulling lots of overtime because of the lack of availability of officers I I to cover the entire campus. We are now see-
1 I 
ing .some of our officers leaving UCF because "In some ways stµdent government has a 
lot more pull with the Legislature than we do. 
With there lobbyists they can bring this pro-
blem to the attention of the Legislature," 
Goree said. 
of the work load. We are at a critical point at I I this time, but we are doing the best with our 





The possibility of relief to alleviate this 
safety problem hinges upon the Florida 
Legislature's budget in April. The ad-
ministration is hoping to get the funds 
nessicery to hire seven more officers. 
Student body President John Gill feels that 
the money should be there for the protection 
of the students. 
''We will do everything to ensure the safety 
of the students. Student Government will 
meet the administration half way on any pro-




"Police protection ranks number one in the 
requests from this university to the state 
legislature. Perhaps this year the legistlature 
I I 
I It's as easy as 1-2-3 and it's FREE! I 1. Clip this coupon. PRONTO! 
I 2. Fbp over to the nearest Fanny Farmer Shop. I 
I 3. PRESTO! Get two Choe-a-chips-crispy choc- I 
I 
olate chunk cookies with pecans drenched in I 
dark chocolate-absolutely FREE! 
I ?knr~ ~ I 
I Colonial Plaza. Orlando: I I Altamonte Mall. Altamonte Springs I 
SEPS 
FROM PAGE 1 
When suspicious activity is 
spotted, they radio the SEPS 
dispatcher who then contacts 
the police dispatcher. The stu-
dent patrollers also secure 
unlocked building~ and report 
safety hazards to the police. 
The student escorts/patrols 
are not "deputies." They are 
not sworn into the police force 
WHIPLASH 
CAN BE DANGEROUS! 
• • 





·ALL INSURANCE COMPANIES PAY 
CHIROPRACTIC CLAIMS FOR WHIPLASH INJURIES 
LONGWOOD CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE 
500 E. HWY. 434 • LONGWOOD 
r.;.-~~~~~~~~~~~E;~~~~~~~~~~, 
1
1 lhl• oerlffkote eolll.., "oo•...., polleob" too oompllmeruo~ . · il 
l
• spinal examination (usual fee lor this servi~e: 540.00) 3 3 1 • 5 0 .5 0 1 .~ 
~ SANFORD I Office Hours rl 
~1 I El I Monday· Friday: 8am. 6pm 1· i ~ 434 ~ I I ~~ .. 1-4 ~ * N I ~ENNIS J. D'ERAMO D.C., P.A. ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ I 500 E. Hwy. 434, Longwood ~ 
I! " I IMPORTANT! offer expires 12/11/85 !1 p 436 I iJ 
~ ~ THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMEN~ HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT, OR TO BE ~l 
~ t REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND ~ 
l\1J WITHIN 72 HOUR~ OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT. \ 
l....... ........ ~ • ..,,. •• .., •• ..,.. ..... ..,,....,,. ....... ~.~ ............... ~~·~ ....... ~ ..................... ~...-..a..r...,..__....-.~.,....,,, ...... .,.....,....,,.. • ., ....... .,,,. ......... ...,..~.~..,...._,. ........... .,.....,,, ••  ...... ...,.....,....,.....,.., • .,......,.....,. • ...,...,....,..~ ....... ~.,..._..a.J 
and do not carry weapons, 
although they do sign a loyal-
ty oath. If a crime is witness-
ed, a SEP can only call for 
police r.einforcements. 
Recently the SE PS 
volunteered to work with the 
Campus Police at the Zeta 
house. The escorts stayed at 
the house from 1 a.m. to 6 
a.m. for 17 days so _that they 
could radio the Police Station 
in case of any emergency. 
This is one example of the 
contribution that the S.E.P.S. 
have made to UCF in the 
years since the origination of 
the program in the Spring of 
1983. 
The Student Escort/Patrol 
Service was started by 
Sargeant Thomas Blanton 
and is now run by Sargeant 
Melody Carpenter. Anyone 
wishing to contact the SEPS 
for an escort may do so by 
calling 275-2422. Anyone who 
. would like to become an 
escort/patroller should coµ-
tact Sargeant Carpenter at 
275-2394. 
-\V RITER'S BLOCK CURED 
S1•1Hl ~2 for catalog of over 16,000 topics, . to 
1 ~~ i ~ t your writing efforts and help you beat 
\\ 1·i tP1"s Block. For info., call TOLL-FREE 
.· "- 1 111-fi ~ l - :i/ 4 5 . On Illinios, call 312-922-0300.) 
\ u ti1111"~ HPsParch. Hm. 600-N, 407 South 
'. l 1 ·, 1 r hnrn. Chirugo IL 60605. 
/ 
EARN A LITTLE EXTRA JINGLE 
THIS HOLIDAY SEASON 
Celebrate the holidays Disney-style and earn extra 
money for everyone on your gift list with a seasonal 
position in the Walt Disney World Resort. Positions in 
the food, custodial, merchandise and operations area 
are now open in both Epcot Center and the Magic 
Kingdom. 
To apply, visit the Walt Disney World Employment 
Center, Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. till 5 p.m. 
Take 1-4 to the Lake Buena Vista exit, go north eight 
miles on 535, then follow the signs. 
Wa11i IV)isney World@ 
An Equal Opportun ity Employer 
© WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS 
>. 
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FEES 
FROM PAGE l 
the activity and service fee 
would constitute that col-
lateral. 
0 Increase of Activity and 
Service Fee: The one dollar 
per credit hour increase would 
net almost $341,000 the first 
year. 
Senator Pro Tempore 
William Dietz believes, "The 
majority of students don't 
want an increase," c.iting that 
the recent student govern-
ment elections did not have a 
large turnout and that 
students have seen enough in-
creases as both tuition and 
the health fee rose last year. 
Dietz believes the increase 
will be a ''burden on students 
now for something they pro-
The university could also . bably. won't see.'.' 
sell part interest of the 
building to the campus 
bookstore. This would ac-
count for another '$125,000 in 
funds. 
"The new union (building) 
will attempt' to off set the cost 
by being self-supportive," 
Butler said. 
According to committee 
member Victor Collazo, many 
student unions at universities 
around the country are able to 
· eventually become self-
supportive by using monies 
that are generated by the 
businesses contained within 
the building. 
Bill Tucker, a student who 
at tended the meeting, 
disagrees. Tucker said, ''A lot 
·of students don't realize the 
benefits of a student union 
building.'' 
Collazo said the new 
building would create better 
facilities for programming, 
improve services for com-
muter students, enlarge 
meeting facilities for campus 
organizations and improve 
recreational services. 
Collazo said commuter stu-
dent services could possibly 
include a larger study iounge, 
a TV lounge and more relaxed 
eating facilities. 
The building would also 
house a daycare center, stu-
dent copying services and a 
convienence-type store. 
Meeting room for UCF's 
almost 200 campus organiza-
tions would be increased to 
ease afready crowded 
facilities. Currently the 
university has about three 
rooms to accomodate all clubs 
and organizations and these 
rooms are booked into next 
summer. 
Recreational service im-
provements would include an 
arts and crafts room, an art 
gallery and a spa-type weight 
room. 
Some board members 
believe the proposed building 
would not only serve ·the 
students attending the-
university but would also 
benefit UCF graduates. 
"If the new student union is 
constructed, it will be a 
significant step towards ma:. 
jor university status for 
UCF," Butler said. 
. . 
DRINKING AND DRIVING 




Opportunity for hard 
working, enthusiasti~ 
individual. 
Send resu'me to: 
Suite 350 




LOOKING FOR THE 
PERFECT GIFT? 
If you could buy time, this is 
the ~losest you '11 ever get An 
IBM Personal Computer can 
·polish and fine tune your output 
As the quality of your time goes 
up - your commitment of. time 
decreases. It will allow you to 
go home for the holidays - guilt 
free. That's a real gift! 
COMPUTER STORE 
\Jniversity of Central Florida 
PC Software and Supplies 
IBM PC Sales and Service 
Computer Center II, RM 101 281-5603 
Store Hours: Monday · Friday 
9:00 am· Noon and 1:00 pm· 3:00 pm 
Learn to Skydive 
at Sunny Z·Hills 
* Accelerated Free Fall 
Instruction 
* Static Line Program 
* Tandem Jumping 
Best Facilities in Florida · 
All Skydives are made on Square Parachutes. 
Worlds Best Known Parachute Center 
Parachute Sales on the field 
For More Info: . 
Call or Write for our Brochure 
Jacksonville, Florida 32216 Zephyrhills Parachute Center, P.O. Box 1101, Zephyrhills, Florida 34283, Phone (813)7~8-5591 
I ~ ~~~~d T~te1~ !!!!~~ U~i!i.~ !o~~IR I 
I ~~~J~:;~~:~ri~,t~i!~~!~:~ : ii~~~1:~~ ~~~~d~nsi:-~Yfe7i~!~eem I 
I the Spring Semester, 1986 : ~~~~~~~~;~a~~~~~~~~p:i~~x~~~~~s of !1··'.'::':!, .... i.-=:.i.: I College Life 1 
I The Seminar will meet each week during the will be limited to 20 students, sign up now in I 
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Cholesterol: is ii friend or foe? 
by Krys Fluker 
DISCOVERIES EDITOR 
When most people think of of cholesterol, it 
is simply as Something to be Avoided-
something that, in a vague, mysterious way 
can somehow stop up arteries and cause heart 
attacks, strokes and other general 
unpleasantness. _ 
That impression is partially due to the 
many articles and books that have been writ-
ten recently about cholesterol. What people 
don't realize is that choles~erol is a vital el& 
ment of human biology. 
"Cholesterol is a normal substance 
manufactured in the body, an important com-
ponant of brain tissue, nerves, cell walls. You 
name it," says Dr. John Langdon, director of 
the Student Health Center. "It is an extreme-
ly importrant cheffiical material.'' 
While. cholesterol is undeniably vital to the 
body, it can be very dangerous as well. 
Cholesterol could be called the two-edged 
sword .of nutrition. 
Cholesterol is part of a general family of 
nutrients called lipoproteins- a mixture of 
protein and fat. Lipoproteins are separated 
by nutritionists into two general categories-
high-density and low-density. 
High-density lipoproteins (HPL) are made 
up of about 25 percent fat, combined with 
protein. Low density lipoproteins (LPL), on 
the other hand, have about 75 percent fat. It 
is the LDL particles that are the source of 
most blood cholesterol. 
It has been proven that Americans con-
sume much more c.holesterol than needed. 
When excess cholesterol enters the 
·bloodstream, instead of being used to form 
new cell material, it collects in the arteries. 
Cholesterol has several adverse effects on 
arteries. First, it can damage arterial linings 
and weaken the walls of the artery. Secondly, 
and much more dangerously, it can build up 
in the blood vessels. · 
When there is an excess of cholesterol in an 
artery, it begins to form connective tissue. 
"You don't have to eat 
a radical diet Jo get 
what you need." 
-Dr. John Langdon, 
Student Health Center 
This tissue can restrict and eventually choke 
off blood flow. The condition, known as 
atherosclerosis, can begin to form as early as 
infancy. If left unchecked, it can eventually 
cause the arteries to calcify and become hard 
and brittle. -
One of the dangers of atherosclerosis is 
that the symptoms rarely show up before 
middle age. When it does strike, in the form 
of heart disease or a stroke, it can be deadly. 
According to Prevention magazine, 
athrosGlerosis is a contributing factor in half 
of all the deaths in the United States, and the 
leading cause of permanent disability. 
Atherosclerosis is largely associated with 
the high-density, cholesterol-rich lipopro-
teins. These are mainly found in such fatty 
foods like eggs, red meat, and butter. 
However, evidence suggests that there might 
be some positive aspects to high-density 
lipoproteins, such as those found in poultry 
and fish. 
"HDL seems to have a protective effect," 
says Langdon. "That balance between the 
two (HDL and LDL) seems to be important. 
· Statistically there seems to be a relationship 
between the development of heart disease 
and the level of LDL." 
There is a connection between the types of 
protein consume~ and the incidence of heart 
disease. The classic example cited by nutri-
tionists is that of wartime Europe. During 
the period of World War II, there was a 
significant decrease of heart disease that 
researchers feel resulted from the fact that 
cholesterol-high foods were strictly rationed. 
This is borne out by the increase of coronary 
. disease after the war. 
It is ironic that cholesterol-related diseases 
are a direct result of American prosperity. As 
the economy flourishes, consumption of 
meat, eggs, butter and other "expensive" 
protein sources increases. However, the most 
expensive foods can be the worst nutritional 
bargains. 
Diet is the the most important factor in 
controlling cholesterol. The best way to 
reduce the level of LD L in the blood is to 
reduce the level of fatty foods eaten. 
"It's not t~at you can't eat some of them 
(fatty foods) but people consume emormously 
greater quantities than they need," Langdon 
says. "A fat-free diet is virtually impossible 
to eat. What you need is a balance of the fats 
you're taking in. It's been suggested that the 
American diet be limited to 350 milligrams of 
cholesterol a day and that saturated fat take 
up less that 10 percent of the diet. There has 
been increasing evidence that suggests that 
those are generous estimates of what we can 
allow." 
Langdon says he believes that reducing 
saturated fat intake will have an overall 
beneficial effect on the American public. He 
points out that besides being related to 
strokes and heart disease, high cholesterol 
levels are associated with cancer. 
There are other factors that can raise blood 
cholesterol levels. One of the most common is 
smoking. 
"Smoking somehow alters blood fat 
metabolism and contributes to blood vessel 
damage," Langdon says. "Nicotine is a very 
active chemical. It 's toxic, just like · 
strychnine." Smoking can affect blood 
chemistry in many ways, he says, causing 
spa~ms of the blood vessels and irritating the 
linings while disturbing metabolism. 
"Smokers are known to have lover levels of 
HDL than nonsmokers, and stopping smok-
ing is associated with a rise in HDL," says 
Langdon. 
Another factor can be obesity. While it 
may .seem to be an effect rather than a cause, 
there is actually a vicious cycle that can 
result from being overweight. Extra weight 
can put a strain on the heart, and indepen-
dantly increase LDL levels. In addition, says 
Langdon, "the calorie content of fat is pro-
bably twice the calorie content of car-
bohydrates and proteins. It's a concentrated 
source of calories. ' ' 
There is also an as-yet-unexplained connec-
tion between fiber intake and lower LDL 
levels. According to a report in Prevention 
magazine, researchers have been able to 
significantly lower blood cholesterol levels by 
increasing the amount of fiber consumed. 
There are, as yet, no "miracle drugs" that 
will reduce cholesterol levels significantly. 
However, there has been evidence that both 
vitamin C and fish oil capsules have some ef-
fect on blood chemistry. 
"You don't have to eat a radical diet to get 
what you need," says Langdon. "Just stay 
active and try to avoid saturated fats and 
cholesterol, the kinds of things you find in 
fat-rich meats and dairy products. Substitute 
other kinds of protein in the diet: beans, nuts, 
those kinds of sources.'' 
Langdon encourages stti<;lents to find out 
now how high their blood cholesterol level is. 
· He says that the Health Center hopes to be 
offering the tests at a low rate to students 
within a month, at the new Student Wellness 
Center. 
"This is the time in a person's life when it's 
really important to know if you've already 
got a problem," he says. 




such as walking 
or biking, may 
reduce blood , 
cholesterol levels. 
Add.fiber 
Try increasing the · 
intake of brans, 
corn, and beans. 
Fiber has been · 




saturated fats · 
Foods such as 
eggs, butter and 
beef are high in 
saturated fats, 
while poultry and 
. fish are lower. 
Stop smoking 
There is evidence 
that smoking can 
increase 
cholesterol levels, 
as well as 
. weakening blood 
vessels. 
.: Vitamin C 
:It may help 
stabilize the 
,, seasonal fluctua-
.. tions of blood 
. cholesterol levels. 
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Activity and Service Fee 
decision a real turkey 
You don't get something for 
nothing. That's a hearty bit of insight 
for UCF students to chew on over this 
Thanksgiving holiday. Especially 
since they get nothing for their Ac-
tivity and Service Fee dollars. 
A referendum recently appeared on 
the fall senate elections ballot regar-
ding an increase in the ASF to go 
towards a student union. The under-
whelming. minority of people who 
voted (just over· 400) appro¥ed the 
referendum by an even more under-
whelming majority of 20 votes. 
That is hardly cause to set the 
wheels in motion to initiate construc-
tion of a student union. Nonetheless, · 
in their Monday meeting the Activity 
and Service Fee Setting Committee 
approved a one dollar· per credit hour 
increase in the fee, earmarking that · 
money for the project. What possess-
ed the committee to make such a has-
ty, irresponsible decision is anyone's 
guess. 
The merits of a student union and 
increased student services are not 
debatable. Certainly students want 
more services and better facilities. 
But the need for this has yet to be 
demonstrated. 
How many students feel that they 
are presently getting their money's 
worth from their $3.05 per hour that 
they already pay? How many 
students believe that student govern-
ment has effectively administered 
these funds? Over 16,000 students 
have a right to get their $30 to $40 
per year's worth of services, and stu-
dent government has a responsibility 
to make sure students have access to 
those services. 
Student government makes many 
services available to students that 
they just plain don't know about. But 
whose fault is that? 
The bottom line is this: students 
must be m~de to feel they are getting 
their money's worth from their tui-
tion dollar, be it health fee, ASF, 
athletic fee and tuition. As it is, few 
students feel like they are getting 
what they deserve from any of their 
fees. 
Whether that is wrong or not, stu-
dent government cannot, in good 
faith, ask for more ASF money from 
students, when students, basically, 
get nothing for what they pay for 
now. 
Chew on that for a while, and don't 
bother passing the yams. 
Happy Thanksgiving! 
HEY BRlAN, C..DHt:.. Q<A.lCK .. .I FJAJALLY 
RUAJNIN& I liOT Jt1 PRC&UM 
• 
UCF's history provides reasons to be thankful 
Looking back: I was rummaging 
through the office the other day (look-
ing for my new· student phone direc-
tory maybe?) and discovered our 
school's 1973 yearbook, The Pegasus. 
Now you say, "Hmmm. I didn'.t 
know we had a yearbook.'' Well, we 
don't. But back when UCF was 
known as Florida Tech, a group of in~ 
dividuals had the courage to compile 
a year's worth of photos and captions 
in a paper-bound volume. 
·While negative talk about UCF 
seems to be in vogue these days, I'd 
rather thumb through this history of 
the past.and see how far we've come. · 
On-campus housing has always 
been scarce here. But back in '73 near-
by off-campus housing was a rarity 
also. There's a picture of a dirt lot 
here announcing the soon-to-be-built 
Alafaya Trail Apartments. 
The introduction of The Pegasus 
has a feature on the caretaker of a 
nearby ranch. The caretaker, known 
as "Covert," talks of grazing buf-
faloes. Well, I took a look around and 
the closest thin~ to a grazing buffalo 
I found _was a couple of squirrels con-
ning a freshman out of a pizza. The 
price of progress I suppose. 
Under the "Organizations" section 
I found a picture of the 197 3 staff of 
On commercials: I was watching television today 
and I noticed an interesting trend. Commercials are 
becoming more entertaining than the shows they -
accompany. . 
Future. From the looks of it, 12 years 
ago your "conserv~tive" (I'm not par· 
ticularly fond of describing 
newspapers with political shoptalk.) 
campus newspaper was staffed by 
what appears to be several long- · 
haired left-wing flower children, a few 
obviously un-genuine Arab sheiks 
and ~ome bird named Vincent. 
Believe it or not ... Did you happen' to 
walk by the Kiosk this week? Did you 
look inside? B 'gosh· there are people 
in there! · 
That's right, the Kiosk is really 
·open. No kidding. Now go down there 
and do what ever it is one is suposed 
to do at a kiosk and quit your griping. 
Myself, I'm going to hang out at 
down there with a bag of peanut but-
ter sandwiches and look for a date. 
Big gripe. How 'bout them Knights? 
Although Saturday's game definitely 
wins the prize for sleeper of the year, 
it's always good to have your team· 
win. I do have one gripe though. 
About a month and a half ago UCF 
started requiring $2 "donations" to 
park near Orlando Stadium for foot-
ball games. Funny, I always thought 
"donation" meant a voluntary con· 
t:dbution. I would have been glad to 
drop a couple of bucks in the hat for 
the scholarship fund. But when they 
have . the gall to demand a 
"donation," I get a little irked. 
We should be thankful for: Gene 
McDowell (The man is a true 
southern football coach. None of this 
redneck-ish Galen Hall stuff.), Classic 
Coke, Billy Joel, permanent press and 
quarter beer at the Knight Out Pub. 
counter) and started looking through it. When she 
finally found some sort of ID, she yelled something 
to the effect of, "Ooooooh, this is that guy who 
always writes mean stuff about people in the 
. newspaper.'' Have you seen the one with the two old guys sell-
ing wine coolers or the newest in the "Bud Lite" 
series with dogs jumping through a ring of fire? If 
you haven't, then you're probably missing some of 
the best stuff being shown these days. 
little question of who was the better team. 
Hmmmmmmm. I guess I don't dare say 
anything mean about her, eh? Let's see, she was 
kind and wonderful and served one heck of a coke. 
There, call me mean now. 
Now frankly, I don't mind being entertained by 
commercials, but I am a little miffed when they 
become noticably better than prime time program-
ing. Maybe the guys who design commercials 
should try regular television. The end result 
couldn't be any worse. 
Knights triumph: Wow, the Knights certainly 
did a job on Savannah State Saturday night. I was 
only there for the first half, but the final score left 
Ya know, it's fun to win now and then. I only 
wish UCF wasn't in such a rush to plow into Divi-
sion I-AA. Those boys are tough and I have to 
wonder how often we'll bask in the glory of victory. 
Name recognition: Well, if writing thi~ rolumn 
hasn't made me any friends, it has at least esta-
blishe~ a bit of name recogrution for me. 
When I was buying a coke at the football game 
Saturday, the girl at the concession stand grabbed 
my wallet (I was fool enough to leave it OJ?- the 
Turkey Day: I just want to wish everyone a great 
Thanksgiving. I know a lot of people are going 
home for-the holiday and it's certainly a good 
time for a break. 
I'll be going to Alabama (No, I'm from Titusville) 
to spend some time.with my girlfriend. She's sweet 
and pretty and ... Aargh, I'd rather be mean. 
Anyway, if you're leaving town, drive carefully 




D Pardon our inferiority 
Editor: 
In reading the article on "Mensa" in the Nov. 13 
issue, I couldn't fathom the arrogance and 
haughtiness Ms. Denalli had in stating she had 
dated men "dumber" than her. 
Does she look upon everyone with lower I.Q.'s as 
being "dumb?" Look in a psychology book and you 
will find that the I.Q. is meant to be a theoretical in-
dicator to the ability to learn. It isn't a definitive 
guide to one's knowledge. ' 
· Intelligence is just one factor of a sound mind. So 
what, pray tell, was the psychological motivation 
that prompted some Mensan women to appear in 
Playboy? To prove they aren't nerds? Common 
sense would tell you that appearing in a men's 
magazine does not promote a woinan' s social stan-
ding. If they get rid of their superiority complex, 
they have a better chance with us "dumb" folks. 




D C~ngratulations due 
Editor: 
I am writing to congratulate the Knights on their 
victory this past Saturday. I have, along with my 
brothers, attended most of the home football 
games. I am very disappointed, however, by the 
lack of support that our team gets. Is everybody so 
· afraid to admit that they support a team that is not 
rated number one by the AP and UPI polls? I mean 
let's be serious ... who is going to laugh at you, 
Florida and Florida State students? They're all at 
Gainesville and Tallahassee. 
Some people always seem to criticize our team 
when we lose, but invariably these same people are 
never heard of when we win. Regardless of how 
many people were there. or of the football team's 
previous record we are always there to cheer our 
team on. 
I was proud to see our team celebrate a convinc-
ing victory over the Tigers, and I can't wmt for the 
·next home game. My sincere congratulations to 
brother Gene McDowell on the fine job he and his 
team are doing with UCF's football program. 
Steve Martin 
College of Business 
D Roos' actions ·wrong 
Editor: 
I am writing to express my opinion on the actions 
of past president of the inter-fraternity council, 
Larry Roos, at the recent IFC aw~ds banquet. l 
am qualified to make the following remarks 
because I was part of Larry's administration as 
Rush vice president and I am well aware of the 
events leading to the banquet. I am also a member 
of an uninvolved fraternity. 
At the awards banquet Nov. 15, Lambda ~ Chi 
Alpha fraternity won IFC' s fraternity of the· year 
award. The actions of Larry Roos, a member of 
UCF's exclusive President's Leadership Council, ·at 
the banquet were unfair, unprofessional and 
childish. 
At the end of the night, when Larry stood up to 
announce the fraternity of the year, he first gave a 
''re-cap'' of the night's previous awards. This short 
speech would give anyone the idea that the award 
rightfully belonged to Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity. 
He failed to mention several key award criteria 
which are strengths to Lambda Chi Alpha. 
However, he did mention the names of the awards 
committee members, thus giving his listeners a 
scapegoat. 
Larry's deliberate _actions have far reaching 
ramifications to his fraternity (Pi Kappa Alpha), 
Lambda Chi Alpha, the IFC and for himself. 
Jim Combs 
Hospitality Management 
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D Proposal arbitrary 
Editor: 
In a recent Activity and Service Fee Setting 
Committee meeting, a vote passed to increase the 
students' tuition by one dollar per credit hour to 
build a student union, which may start construc-
tion in three years. 
The student union, as most will agree, is a good 
idea, there was no clear opinion on how much tui-
tion should be increased to pay for the building. In 
fact it is not known yet how much of an increase is 
actually needed to pay the debt on principle and in-· 
terest on a bond issue. 
In order to make a rational decision the commit-
tee would have to make estimates on where the 
money is going to come from, building costs, and 
construction dates. The point to be made here, is 
that the committee picked an arbitrary figure of 
one dollar per credit hour which makes little sense, 
if any, since they have no estimates to base this in-
crease on. 
If you don't mind spending $20-$30 more a year 
for an increase that may not be necessary, fine. But 
if you have serious problems with yet another in-
crease that is unsubstantiated and ill-advised then 
you should express your opinions to Student Body 
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COUNTRY LIF.E 
DUE NORTH, JUST 12 
MINUTES FROM CAMPUS 
ESCAPE APARTMENT .LIFE 
AND THE STUDENT SCENE 
FOR -HOMESTY:LE LIVING 
IN OUR SPACIOUS Stop by: ·One Mile North of Oviedo 
-on S.R. 434 a Bedroom/2 Bath Patio Homes 
Undergrads Qnd Grads Welcome 
• Reduceet Security Deposits 
• $500 per month rent 
• We do the yard work 
Weekdays 1 l·Dusk 
Call: 277-0493 
540-E. Horatio Ave., Suite 200 • Maitland, FL 32751-4598 
12066 Tift Circle • Orlando, Florida 32826 
(305) 277-0493 or (305) 644-4500 
ATTWOOD-PHILLIPS, INC. REALlORS, Property Management 
. ' 
ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING 
MACHINERY 
WANTED! ACM members to help 
with the Regional Programming 
Contest Sat. Nov 23. See 
Jeanette or mare in CCII 109. 
Free T shirt and dinner to All who 
volunteer! I 
Pl BETA PHI 
Hey Tkes, thanks for a super 
social! To all Pi Phis and their 
families, Happy Thanksgiving!!!. 
LAMBDA EPSILON CHI 
Congratulations to Joe Lewis win-
ner of the Allied Legal Services 
writing contest. The an,nual 
awards banquet was 9 BLAST! 
Next meeting is Dec. 6-11 AM EN 
305. 
TAU KAPPA EPSILON 
Thanks Pi Phi's for a super social. 
Hope ya'll had as much fun as 
we did. Everybody, have a great 
Thanksgivlngl---
PI KAPPA ALPHA 
Congrats Pikes Fred Lovely on his 
title as Greek athlete of the year 
and also to Mike McFadden as 
the new IFC president. Pikes have 
a happy Thansgivlng. 
Welcome to Sigma Phi Epsilon lit-
tle brother Jay. I hope we can 
read this today, surviving retreat 
this past weekend. Keep up the 
good work because Big Brother is 
watching. Jack 
UCF-Martln area Town house lg 2 
and 3 bdrm-children and 
students welcome-pool and jac-
quzzi ph 281-6393. 
GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U 
repair). Also delinquent tax pro-
perty. Call 805-687-6000 ext 
GH-4628 for information. 
Is it true you can buy jeeps for 
$44 through the U.S. government? 
Get the facts today! Call 
1-312-742-1142 ext. 689. 
AMFM 8 track stereo by Sharp 
call 671-8090. 
Syscom computer mint condition 
Apple compatible $1000 
please call 365-3219. 
Gorgeo 20 month old Siberian 
Husky black and white blue eyes 
all .papers all shots professionally 
trained $200 call X2458 or 
282-5664 needs good home. 
Honda Civic 7 8..good asking 
1200 or best offer call 275-9655. 
2711 Sunnyview - 2 miles to U.C.F. 
3 bedrooms, Inside utility room 
and assumable mortgage. CAii 
Merrill Lynch Realty - 628-1790. 
1981 AMC Spirit, 5-speed, AM-FM-
cass. NC, new tires, clean, 
59,000mi, $2400 call 671-8418. 
14KT. gold chains ~nd jewelry. 
l/4ct. and larger diamonds. 
Wholesale prices on everything. 
Call Jeff or Brad at 277-4163. 
Outdoor Christmas lights l 0 .00 
pair 3 1 /2 plastic outdoor elec. 
candles 5.00 call June 
275-2865. 
IDENTIFY your club with the great 
pride, dignity and Class that you 
ought to have and proeject. We 
carry top quality golf and polo 
shirts for ladies and gentlemen. 
We do our own in-house com-
puterized monogramming In 
various style~ of lettering in-
cluding GREEK. Call for quotes: 
Alchln's ·(305) 898-1193 3338 
Curry Ford Road Ori Fl. 32807. 
$10-$360 weekly/up Mailing cir-
culars! No quotos! Sincerely in-
terested rush self-addressed 
envelope; Success, PO Box 
470CEG, Woodstoc.k, 1160098. 
Phone personal needed Mon-Fri 
from 5-9 for a well established 
'community organization. $4 hour 
plus bonus 843-4810. 
Trainee-Financial. Growth oppor-
tunity, national firm, good com-
munication and corresponding 
skills. 
Pocket hundreds malling circulars 
SP.are, full time. sincerely in-
terested rush· self addressed 
stamped envelope: USC 256 S .. 
Robertson Blvd Dept U of F Bever-
ly Hill Ca. 9021 l. 
GOVERNMENT JOBS. 
$15,000-$50,000 / yr. possible. 
All occupations. Call 
805-687-6000 ext. 4628 for in-
formation. 
Typing and secretarial services in 
my home reasonable rates pick 
up delivery call Ruth Richards 
894-7169. 
lYPING ACCURATE FAST 
REASONABLE 65 7 9015 or 
657-9073. 
Guaranted accurate word pro-
cessing; term papers. resumes, 
etc., fast turnaround 5200 page 
double space, $4.00 single 
space. 25 cent page print outs, 
call Addadata 365-2211. 
Term papers typed at home work 
neat and. accurate - Sl.75 page. 
Contact Doris Webber · 
-(273-7099). 
Need anything typed? Call Jean 
at 628-2608 and she will do it. 
Reasonable. 
Professional typing letters, term 
papers, resumes, reasonable 
rates, Call Beverly 699-9201. 
TYPING ....... Fast, accurate, and 
.reasonable. 657-9015 or 
657-9073. 
Your neighborhood typing ser-
vice reports, term papers, letters, 
resumes designed. Work done on 
IBM word pro. equip .conventient-
ly located on Alofaya Tr. call 
282-5838. 
WORDMASTERS 
"THE OVERNIGHT CURE FOR THE 
TERM PAPER BLUES." . 
THE BEST OF RATES-
Quallty Work 
FREE TITLE PAGE 
and REPORT COVER. 
678·7037 
TYPING- WORD PROCESSING: Cor-
rect, neat, satisfaction, assured 
by experier:'ced professional. 
678-0241 
Typing QUALITY; Term papers, 
Thesis, Doct., Medical, Legal, 
Resumes, Ltrs. Notary Service. 
Good rates, UCF Empl. l mi from 
campus. Marti 365-6874. 
Typing in my W. Orange county 
home. 10 vea~~ll~nce 
Call Sherry at 656-5455 
Guaranteed accurate word pro-
. cessing; Term papers, resumes, 
etc, fast turnaround $2.oo page 
double space, $4.00 single 
space. 25 cent page print-outs •. 
call Addadata, 365-2211 
Word Processing and Editing. Pro-
fessional writer and former 
English/Business teacher. 
Reasonable rates. Coll Jan 
855-4077 
Total Secretarial Services. Term 
papers, resumes, reports, etc. 
Nothing to big or to small. Fast 
accurate service at affordable 
fees. 657-0705. 
FAST PROFESSIONAL lYPING 
A ABLE TYPING SERVICE 
Guaranteed 100' Accuracy. 
Computer Corrected Spelling. 
Term papers, Thesis, Dissertations, 
Research papers, Resumes, and 
Cover letters. All work prepared 
on Word Processors for error free 
neatness. We use IBM 
Dispiaywrlters and A B Dick 
Magna SL word processors. We 
have 14 employees for fast ser-
vice. All work done on quality 
printers, not dot-matrix. Over 
night and same day service 
available. 
CAii 657-0079 or 671-3007. 
EXPERT lYPING. 26 yrs. exp. Full 
time. Term papers, manuscript, 
theses, reports, resumes, etc. Cor- · 
rectlon or speurng, grammar, 
punc., and editing Included. 
Reasonable. Call Bea, 678-1386. 
Female roommate needed to 
share 2 bedroom 2 bath furnish-
ed condo close to 436 and 
EastWest washer and drfer in-
cluded Call 277-4130 250.00 
per month plus 1/2 utilities. 
Fox-Hur1t Lanes· 2 br 2 b.ath 
townhouse 1 mi from UCF Non-
smoking - female to share 
utilities, bedroom and 
housekeeping Sl 65 per monh -
351-5656. 
Roommate wonted Male-female. 
Brand new 3 bedroom 2 ba 
equiped w/ washer.dryer, . 
refrigerator, dishwasher, l mi from 
UCF call Scott or Frank at 
1-267-8728. 
Adoption option happily married 
couple actively seeking to adopt 
white infant. Answer our prayers. 
We'll provide loving secure 
home. Expenses paid. Legal and 
confidential: O::Jll Collect (305) 
725-4376. 
Crisis Pregnancy Center 
Free pregnancy test. Confidential, 
individual counseling. IN WP ~405 
W. Fairbanks; One block west of 
17-92. Mon-Sat Call 647-1477. We 
can help you. 
ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS 
Free pregnancy test, low cost 
birth control. Morning After Treat-
ment. Confidential, private. 
Woman owned-a special ap-
proach to health care. 
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER 
1240 Hillcrest, l blk. south of Col-
onial off Miiis. 422-0606 or toll 
free 1-800-432-8517. 
$5 off with this ad. 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS ' 
BIRTH CONTROL 
~(8 .. ~oc r ·/7)1 . . 
. L;'/rmc 
Individual Confidential Counseling 
Gynecologists 
Speaker Service 
2233 LEE RO. WINTER PARK 
628-0405 
TOLL FREE 800-432·5249 
FOR A GOOD CLASSIFIED AD CALL KATHY AT 275-2865 
BIANCHI e lOTUS e DIAMONDBACK e FOCUS 
5% DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS 
ON ALLACCESSORIES 
WE CATER TO AND SERVICE THE BEGINNER 
TRIATHLETE AND LICENSED RIDER 




by Scott Wallin 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The Knights proved what they could 
do when they play a team on their own 
level Saturday as UCF downed visiting 
Savannah State College 31-7. 
UCF inflicted a season high 502 offen-
sive yards on the Division II Tigers, 
while holding them to a defensive season 
low of 214. 
Quarterback Tony Lanham played a 
brilliant first half, leading UCF to their 
first two scores of the game. 
Pam Glmson/Central Florida Future 
With 6:52 remaining before intermis-
sion Lanham found Brian Glasford 
behind Tiger coverage for a 45 yard 
score. 
An unyielding Knight defense forced 
Savannah to punt six consecutive times 
in the first half. 
Aaron Sam dives through the Tiger defense. The UCF offense gained over 500 
yards, a season high. 
After the sixth punt, Lanham (13 of 23 
for 246 yards) leaped into the end.zone 
for the one yard score. Bernard Ford set 
up that touchdown with a 31 yard recep-
tion. 
Midway into the third quarter, 
Lanham hit Ted Wilson for receptions of 
10 and 12 yards, before throwing him a 
1 7 yard strike to boost UCF to a 21-0 
lead. Wilson had another big game with 
10 receptions for 120 yards. 
On the following drive, reserve 
quarterback entered the game to move 
UCF in for their fourth unanswered 
touchdown. Robert Ector (13 carries 93 
yards) blasted in fyom 10 yards out to 
put the game out of reach. 
With less than two minutes before the 
final period, Savannah managed their 
sole score of the contest, a 9 yard run by 
quarterback Melvin Williams (10 for 26 
for 130 yards). 
Junior Ted Wilson needs 9 receptions 
SEE TIGERS, PAGE 17 
Women's basketball. 
results UCF to fight underdogs 
Auburn 95 
UCF 74 
by Lisa Codlanne 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Leading scorers for the Knights 
were Julie Cardinale with 18 points, 
Kristy Burns with 16 and .Susan Patz 
with 15. 
The Knights will be hoping to end their 
season Saturday night with one more win, 
when they take on Samford University at 
Orlando Stadium. 
This will be the first meeting with the 
Division Ill Bulldogs. UCF head coach 
Gene McDowell sees Samford as being a 
well balanced team, whose young program 
is building. 
Auburn hit 57 percent from the 
field and the line to pace 
themselves to the victory. 
Wrestlers do·minate 
Stetson, 31·14 
by Scott Broden 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The UCF Knight's wrestl-
ing team out grappled Stet-
son University at Deland 
Florida in a dual meet by a 
score of 31-14. 
The Knights managed to 
win seven of the ten matches. 
Wrestling coach Pat Cucci 
said, "I'm pleas.ed with the 
outcome. We had four 
freshmen wrestle for us, and-
three of them won key mat-
ches:'' 
Cucci added, ''We always 
have intense dual meets wit4 
Stetson; it's a good rivalry." 
The Knight's heavy weight, 
Paul Neuner, wrestled for 
UCF last 8aterday afternoon 
and then a few a hours later 
helped the football team beat 
Savannah State. 
sports on the same day said, 
"We've got a rivalry going 
with Stetson, and I wanted to 
wrestle in this meet. 
In the first match, UCF 
Freshmen Gus Dimitreuos 
defeated Jim Ryan in a major 
decision (worth four team 
points) by a score of 13-5 in 
the 118 pound weight class. 
In the next match, UCF 
Senior Terry Stout pinned 
Gabe Pruss with a painful 
move called a banana split (a 
move where the wrestler 
spreads · his opponents legs 
wide open) at 4:49 into the 
match in the 126 pound 
weight class. 
In the 134-pound weight 
class, UCF Senior Gary 
Laychur was forced to default 
the match because of a pinch-
ed nerve injury to his · 
shoulder. Stetson wrestler 
Jon Love was winning 10-2 
when the injury occured. The 
default gave Stetson six team 
points to make the score 10-6 
at that stage of the match. 
In the 142-pound weight 
Samford's head coach Kim Alsop is 
resurrecting a football team that had been 
dormant for over twenty years. After their 
1984 inaugural season of 1-7 it seems they 
have quite a way to go. 
Samford is currently working on a con-
tract to compete with the Knights for the 
next five years. 
Although McDowell is happy to be 
favored in this game he knows that is no 
guarantee of a win. "We won in two games 
SEE SAMFORD, PAGE 17 
As a wrestler, Neuner pinn-
ed his opponent. As a football 
player, he managed to block a 
pass, stop a fake punt at-
tempt, assist on a sack' while 
playing on four of the special-
ty teams and also as a backup 
Nose Guard and was selected 
as defensive player of the 
game. 
. class, UCF Senior Trent 
Smith captured a technical 
pin (where the wrestler takes 
a 15 point or more lead on his 
opponent) over Bucky David-
son. The match ended when 
Knights stumble Tim Barto/Central Florida Future 
Neuner when asked about 
why he comp~ted in two 
George Mason University smashed home the shots when it 
was necessary to defeat the Knights last Saturday. See 




by Kathy Johnson · 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Celebrating its 14th an-
niversary, the Intercollegiate 
Soccer Association of 
America is bringing its an-
nual senior bowl to Central 
Florida. 
UCF will be amply 
represented at Orlando 
Stadium on Dec. 20. Head 
soccer coach Jim Rudy has 
been selected to coach the 
West team. 
"I'm pleased to have been 
chosen, but I'm even more ex-
cited that one of the players 
was chosen to participate on 
the west squad,'' Rudy said. 
Defender Robert Heileman 
will be playing in the 
backfield for the West squad. 
Heileman is part of an eUte 
number of players across the 
nation. Only 33 players were 
selected from a field of over 
500 colleges and universities. 
Coach Rudy's opposition 
for the match will be Joe Mor-
rone from the University of 
Connecticut, who has tradi-
tionally upheld a strong na-
tional team. 
"This is a tremendous op-
portunity for seniors to be on 
the field with other quality 
players," Morrone said. 
· Founder of the senior bowl, 
Wayne Sunder land, 
developed the program to pro-
mote soccer and to give na-
tional recognition to seniors 
who have demonstrated ex-
ceptional play over their col-
lege careers. 
"Bringing ·together young 
men from all over the coun-
try, from di verse backrounds, 
gives them the opportunity to 
get to know each other and 
further human relations," 
Sunderland said. 
Frank Longo, who is first 
vice-prsident of the ISAA, is 
in charge of the regulation 
and promotion of the event, 
and played a significant part 
in bringing this national 
event to Orlando. 
"We saw good things in 
Orlando," Longo commented, 
"We're excited to be doing 
this in conjunction with the 
Florida Citrus bowl." 
Actually the event is more 
thari just a showcase for the 
top atheletes in the nation. 
All procedes will go to two 
charities. Florida Youth Soc-
cer Association will recieve 
fifty percent of the procedes 
and the Orlando-area Shriners 
Hospital will receive the other 
half of the ticket sales and 
donations. 
Tickets for the event will be 
available through all local 
youth soccer leagues, Bob 
Carr, American Soccer 
Center, and SoccerKick. 
Prices for children under 16 is 
two dollars in advance and 
three dollars at the door. 
Adult tickets are three dollars 
in advance and four dollars at 
the gate. 
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WAYNE DENSCH~ INC. .. 
• 
U.C.F. Rep. Paul Kad~nec, 282-9442 or 851-7100 
• 
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GM Patriots· capitalize. on UCF mistakes 
by Kathy Johnson 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Late in the first half, UCF.'s men's basketball 
team, turned the ball over in five crucial situations 
which eventually lead to their defeat in front of a 
home crowd of over 1,000. 
George Mason University handed the Knights 
their first loss of the season, beating the Knights 
72-58. Although the Knights appeared weak in 
many aspects of the game, the relatively young 
squad demonstrated a good effort against a tradi-
tionally strong Patriot team. . 
Minutes before half time, UCF had possession of 
the ball, and twice turned it over on travelling 
violations. GM took advantage of the mistakes and 
eventually outscored UCF 14-4 over the four 
Pigskin 
minute period, sending the Knights into the locker 
room behind by 12 points. 
"The team is capable, we just. haven't matured 
yet, but we will later down the road," first year 
head coach Phil Carter s'aid. 
The leading scorer for the Knights was forward 
Cummings Jacob. Jacob had five buckets and also 
went two for two on the line. 
Point guard Faronte Roberson added eight from 
the floor and was two out of four at the line. 
Although the Knight's defense at times appeared 
unorganized, George Mason's leading scorer, Rob 
Rose was held to only nine buckets. His teammate, 
Ricky Wil~on attempted 14 shots, but only made 
four of them. Wilson also added two points from 
the line. 
"Wilson really had to work hard for all the shots 
that he attempted," Carter said. 
.Another downfall for the Knights was an 
MR ow 
overabundance of personal fouls, and the excess of 
turnovers. UCF accumulated 22 fouls while GM 
had only 15. A saving grace for the Knights was 
the fact that GM was only able to hit 10 shots from 
the line. UCF, though, sported an average of 67 per-
cent on the foul line. 
Both teams ran fast offenses and quick, ag-
gressive defenses, putting pressure on the ball at 
half court. 
Guard George Beaton led the Knights in re-
bounds with five. He also added three baskets and 
went two for five on foul shots. 
Three key substitutes for UCF were Chris 
Wallen, Pat Crocklin, and Tony Marini. Combined 
they accounted for ten points and seven rebounds. 
The Knights will travel to Georgia Southern this 
Saturday and on Monday they will face Mercer at 
home at 8 p.m. 
MP SB 
P·icks UCF vs. Samford UCF, 23-17 UCF, 45-10 I UCF, 34-10 UCF, 27-17 Miami vs. Notre Dame Miami, 27-20 Miami,· 27-14 Miami, 21-17 Miami, 31-16 
After another week with the best Florida vs. FSU Florida, 31-14 Florida, 21-17 Florida, 24-21 Florida, 27-17 
record Mike Rhodes retains his · Alabama vs. Auburn Auburn, 24-20 . Auburn, .27-17 Alabama, 23-21 Alabama, 30-28 
spot as the top dog. The guest NFL prognosticator this week is our 
volleyball/wrestling specialist Bucs vs. Packers Packers, 30-28 Packers, 21-20 Bucs, 23-20 Packers, 23-14 
Scott Broden. Dolphins vs. Bears Dolphins, 21-20 Dolphins, 21-20 Bears, 27-13 Bears, 28-16 
Overall Records: Turkey Day games Mike Rhodes 65-29-1 
Morgan Phillips 61-33-1 Cowboys vs. Cardinals Cowboys, 17-14 Cowboys, 24-1 O Cowboys, 27-3 Cowboys, 34-17 
Don Wittekind 59-35-1 Lions vs. Jets Lions, 31-28 Lions, 14-13 Jets, 27-21 Jets, 23-20 
~he Central Florida Future Pres en ts ... 
THE HOLIDAY SHOPPER 
. 
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See Sam. 
See Sam run. 
See Sam run 
through Samford . 
UCF KNIGHTS vs. Samford 
In Orlando Stadium 
. This Saturday Night 
Kick-off at 7:00 
FREE admission for students with validated l.D. 
FREE bus ride to all home games 
Cali the "sports line" for more information 
275-2139 . 
• 
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~ q,''CJ Now Only $8.95! 
vo . . 
~~ l\Teed Help Passing 
Grapplers travel to Tenn. 
. The CI.AST? 
Getting Ready For The CLAST 
Reading, Writing, Mathematics 
Don't wait 'til the night before the exam! This book 
includes instruction and sample test questions to 
help you prepare. Ask for it today at your college 
bookstore . 
H & H Publishing Co., Inc. 
' 2165 Sunnydale, Suite N, Clearwater, Florida 33575 (813) 442-77 
by Scott Broden 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The wrestling team this 
weekend will be competing in 
the Southern Open wrestling 
tournament at Chattanooga, 
Tennessee. 
Over 30 schools will be par-
ticipating, and the Knights 
are hoping to improve upoh 
their 19th place finish of last 
year at the tournament. 
;piiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i Top rated Division I 
powers Oklahoma and 




Oklahoma St. will be com-
peting. Other highly com-
petitive schools that UCF 
will come across include 
Clemson, Illinois, North 
Carolina, South Carolina, and 
Tennessee. 
Due to a · 1ack of funding, 
the Knight's 15 wrestlers go-
ing will be travelling and tak-
ing care of expenses for the · 
tournament individually. 
Wrestling coach Pat Cucci 
will have three wrestlers that 
he feels have a good shot at 
winning the tournament. 
Trent Smith an All-America 
two years ago at 142 pounds, 
150 pou'nd class senior Mike 
Bouchard, and 167 pound 
class junior Russell Schenk 
all have a good shot. 
.Cucci said, "This· tourna-
ment should be a good indica-
tion of how much talent we 
have. If each wrestler can 
place high, it will give us a lot 
of confidence in pursuing na-
tionals (the national tourna-
ment at the end of the season 
to determine the top col-
legiate wrestlers of the 
year)." 
Cucci feels that his team 
can place in the top 10 of the 
tournament. However, the 
Knight's chance to finish in 
the top 10 was greatly hurt 
when heavyweight Paul 
Neuner's decided not to par-
ticipate. 
According to Cucci, Neuner 
had the best chance to win 
the tournament in his weight 
class for the Knights. "Paul 
had the most national ex-
posure of the team. Last year 
he placed fourth at the tour-
nament and lost to the cham-
pion of his class by only one 
point," Cucci said. 
Neuner is ranked sixth in 
SEE GRAPPLERS, PAGE 19 
FLORIDA ATLANTIC 
UNIVERSITY . Tourney features four teams 
BOCA RAT0t4, FLORIDA 
by Chris Richcreek 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
• A strong and varied faculty 
• Unique research possibilities 
• Interdisciplinary specializations 
• Financial support available to 
qualified applicants 
Opponents with a mixture of size, speed 
and new faces will invade the UCF gym-
nasium over Thanksgiving for the UCF 
Rotary Thanksgiving Women's Basketball 
Tournament. 
lead by senior forward Polly Stephenson (6.8 . 
ppg, 3.8 rpg). The Furman squad is a young 
one, with 10 freshman players, and Stephen-
son being the only returning senior. 
Furman, lead by Coach Sherry Carter, was 
:/-18 in their second year in NCAA Division I, 
last year. Carter has had a successful 
recruiting year., adding Lori Whitaker and 
Jenny Dyer to the squad. 
For more information write: 
School of Public Administration, 
Florida Atlantic University 
Boca Raton, Florida 33431 
The Lady Knights will face opponents from 
Furman University, Mississippi College, and 
Northern Illinois in the two day tournament, 
which begins on Nov. 29. 
Whitaker, a forward, was an all-state 
player with Georgia last year. Dyer, who will 
probably be starting at the point guard posi-
tion for Furman, came from Maryland and is 
very quick. 
NASPAA recognized and a fully accredited State University 
Furman University returns three starters 
from last year. Lucy Dunn (11.7 points per 
game, 2.7 rebounds per game last year.) 
returns at one guard spot, while Sandy 
Wasko, a sophomore guard, anchors the 
other backcourt spot. Up front, Rurman is 
Coach Rita Easterling brings her fast- ~ 
breaking Mississipi College squad to UCF 
SEE TOURNAMENT, PAGE 17 
60% OFF S.-ci 
($18.00 per gram) <:: ·""- f..~ 
on ALL ~.~ 
14K Gold Chains, Charms, Bracelets 
Tri-color and Diamond-cut included 
(pendants, rings, watches on sale, too) 
LAYAWAY FOR CHRISTMAS ________________________________ ..,. _____ _ 
COUPON COUPON 
*Chairr solders all sizes ~ $3.00 
*Ring sizing all sizes - $8. 95 
- FREE JEWELRY CLEANING -
Gateway Jewelers 
University Square Shopping Ctr. 
Corner of University Blvd. 
and Golclenrod Road 
678-4973 
Across the street 
from 
K-Mart 
L COUPON Open 'til 6:00 COUPON 
_________________________________ ...._ ____ _ 
Insurance of 
Union Pa.rk Inc. 
"We specialize in 
. " saving you money 
• Young Drivers • .. Auto, Motorcycle, 4 x 4 
· • ' PIP, Uablllty • ·Tickets & Accidents 
• -SR-22 • Collision & Comprehensive 
Call for a quote · 
SO& 282•2886 
10408 E. Colonial Drive 
Orlando, Fl 32817 
Now ·is ·The Time To Plan 
With One Of The Area's Most 
Experienced Agencies 
*Tour For Singles • Christmas 
Club Med · * Short Cruises 
* Ski Trips (get a group and get a tree trip) 
RAINBOW TRAVEL 
1911 E. Colonial Dr. (opp. Morrison's) 
Orlando 898·2050 
no addi~ional charge for our services 
~~;:'::::;r::::::nm:i:t::::::(:J:Km:%~jfat:@:nr:n@em:=:')#~@nf:::w:itrn;\rn:irnNi:Kit:~rnirn@~tl§@W;~m:@rn;~**11i 
• • 
A 8c C MOBIL 
SERVICE STATION 
• Mechanic on duty 6 days a week 
• Complete Auto Repairs 
• A.C. Charge: $10.00 
• Antifreeze: $9.95 Installed 
• Guaranteed Brake Job: 569. 95 
• Belts, Hoses, Alternators & 
starters 
• 2 Liter bottle of Pepsi: 98¢ 
with Fill-Up: $8.00 Min. 
~~ • Used Tires , , 
~ I : €~~~;~~~~:~:r~:~::r~~nny 
::~:~ 
~~~-'~ 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
TO THE BROTHERS OF 
LAMBDA CHI 
.ALPHA 
FRATERNITY OF THE YEAR 
19ao, 1981, 1983 AND AGAIN IN 1985! 
Greek involvement is not limited to com-
munity service, but is extended to the UCF 
campus. Greeks continue to be an in-
tergral part of: Orientation Team, Student 
Government, Programs & Activities Coun-
cil, Order of Omega, Central Florida 
Future, and .the Dean's List. Greeks were 
also involved in dozens of other clubs and 
·organizations that make UCF greaJI 
Once a year the lnter-Frat~rnity council 
hosts a banquet ~o honor those frater-
nifies which excell in the various aspects 
of Greek life. On account of overall ex~ 
cellence, Lambda Chi Alpha has been 
selected by the Inter-Fraternity Council as 





UCF has .one of the finest greek systems in 
the country. This is evident by the number 
of fraternities and sororities at UCF which 
have been recogn!zed by their national ~ 
organizations for excellence. In the past 
year alone, our Greek system has con-
fributed thousands of man-hours which 
provides the community with an in-
valuable service. The quality as well as 
the quantity of activities and services pro-
vided to the community has been main-
tained in 1985. Some examples- are: 1) 
Greek participation in the UCF Alumni 
Phone-A-Thon which .raised $86,768. The 
donations from this project are used by 
the university· to fund various programs 
which benefit all students; 2) Countless 
can food drives to help .feed the needy; 
3) Community clean-up projects; 4) Fun-
draising projects - for various philan-
thropies such as MDA, Easter Seals, MS 
and many others. -
and associate members of Lambda Chi . " 
Alpha would like to take this opportunity 
to extend its appreciation to all of those -.. 
who supported us throughout the year. 
• 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA ..• "WE'VE GOT IT ALL!" .. 











870 Semoran Blvd. (S.R. 436) 
Just West of Redbug Rd. 
Casselberry, FL 32707 
PHONE: 767-2575 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
NEW 8t DIFFERENT 
FREE BEER OR WINE OPEN DAILY 
WITH EACH ORDER FOR LUNCH 
OF CRABS 11·1:30 pm 
. FREE B·IBLE 
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL· 
Would you like to study the Bible in 
the privacy of your own home using 
a carefully prepared course of 
study to guide you? 
Write: World Bible Study 
5410 Lake Howell Road 
Winter Park, Florida 32792 
a correspondence course teacher will be 
assigned to check your work and answer 
your questions. 
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Rain swamps UCF Harriers 
-
by Todd Lutz 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The UCF cross country 
teams traveled to Furman, 
S.C. for regional competion 
and were met by adverse 
weather conditions. 
37 men's teams participated. 
Teams such as the University 
of Florida, North Carolina 
University, Wake Forest, 
North Carolina State Univer-
sity, and the University of 
Maryland were among the 
many competing. 
Jeff Byrd. The team finished 
3 5th overall. . 
The UCF women only field-
ed four runners and had to 
compete in the open division. 
Gail Jones led UCF in the 3.1 
mile race with a time of 20:58. 
Following Jones was Mary 
Mamott, Rose Vuoso and 
LcPITa Saunders. Competition began at 10 
a.m. and was held in cool 
temperatures and drizzling 
rain. 
A total of 36 women's and 
North Carolina State won 
the men's 6.1 mile race with.a 
time of 29:39. UCF was paced 
by Matt Palumbo, followed 
by David Knauf, Harold 
Pitts, Jesus Del Rosario and 
In preperation for 
regionals, the Lady Knights 
SEE RUNNERS, PAGE 19 
TOURNAMENT 
FROM PAGE 15 
over the holidays. Easterling, a former pro 
player for the Chicago Hustle of the Women's 
Basketball League, has four players return-
ing from her 11-16 squad of one year ago. 
Cindy Hannon (13.8 ppg) is the lone 
returner in the backcourt. However, 
Mississippi College welcomes all three of the 
frontline players. Janet Smith (12.3 ppg, 6.3 
rpg), Mary Ellen Andrykowski (10.6 ppg, 6.0 
rpg), and center Norah McDonoagh anchor 
the durable frontcourt. 
Northern Illinois is in a rebuilding year, 
and may find it hard to improve on their 
15-13 record of one year ago. Coach Jane 
Albright returns to a squad_ that has.lost four 
double figure scorers from last year's t~am . 
However, all is not lost for Northern Il-
linois. Forward Shelly Roberts has recovered 
from injuries that ruined a potentially good 
season last year. 
Roberts, a six-foot junior, has shot over 50 
percent from the field for her college career. 
Denise Robinson is also back at her point 
guard spot. She dished out 102 assists over 
the 28 game stretch last year. · 
NIU is coming off a successfql recruiting 
year which brought 6-1 Carol Owens into the 
fold. Owens averaged 25.8 ppg and 13.2 rpg 
while being named the National Girls 
Catholic High School Player of the Year. 
Also on this year's squad is Junior College 
transfer Renea Page. Page averaged 14. 7 ppg 
and 8.0 rpg while playing at Mobley Junior 
College in Kansas. 
TIGERS 
FROM PAGE lJ 
in the final game of the season 
to break the school's career 
reception record of 103 held 
by Jeff Froehlich. Wilson 
already holds the records for 
most yards receiving in a 
game (151 vs. Georgia 
Southern), most catches in a 
seasori (65 in 10 games), most 
touchdown receptions in a 
season with 10, career recep-
tion yardage with 1,517, most 
catches in a game (11 vs. 
Western Kentucky), and most 
touchdowns receiving in a 
game (3 vs. Georgia 
Southern). 
SAMFORD 
FROM PAGE 11 
Own Your Own! 
where we weren't favored 
(Southeastern Louisiana and 
Bethune-Cookman)," he said. 
You always have to look out . 
for an underdog. 
Tony Lanham will be star-
ting at quarterback, despite 
ha\ring some problems still 
with the knee injury that 
sidelined him ear lier in the 
season. 
2Bed/2Bath Townhomes 1.2 Miles south of campus Alaf aya Trail. 
Become Your Own Landlord 
Many smart UCF students who 
own their own apartments have 
roommates to help share ex-
penses. Come and see ·why and 
how the parents of these 
students have chosen to buy a 
townhome for their sons and 
daughters. It's a good deal for 
everyone and you'll want one 
tool 
Furnished model open daily 
Mon-Sat, 1 OAM - 6PM. 
Sun l 2noon - 6PM. 
' 
$399/Wii* 
No closing costs. 
ODecorator package 
282-4393 •. --· --. - - ,,. :: -- - - :i&{t·-· ' · DSpace saver 
JH ·• . JlilJIJI · .. t. microwave with purchase 
~ Fox Hunt Lanes --... Built by Stowell Builders 
Sale price S52.400, S2700 down. S49,700 mortgage 9.0% A.R.M., plus or minus 2% annual Cap, lifetime cap 14 3/4%. 
Adjusted to 1-year T-Bill. A.P.R. 11.5% 
.. ..... .. ·~·- ....... ········~ . 
The Knights will be playing 
their final game without the 
talents of running back Elgin 
Davis, safety Victor Riddle, 
and linebacker Mike Rit-
tinger. All are out with knee 
injuries. . 
Placekicker Eddie O'Brien 
will be starting despite · his 
poor showing at last week's 
game. 
After a spectacular start 
against Bethune-Cookman, 
O'Brien looked to be a shining 
spot for the Knights but has 
turned into a dissappoint-
ment, falling into an eight 
game slump. McDowell said 
O'Brien may be letting the 
performance of the rest of the 
team effect him too much. 
The kickoff for the game is 
scheduled for 7 p.m. at Orlan-
do Stadium. A victory will br-
ing the Knights season to a 
close with a 4-7 record . 
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COOKBOOKS at a 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT! 
ALL clotJling 25°/o OFF! 
SPECIAL PURCHASE GIFT BOOKS 
SPECIAL SELECTION of · 
RECORD ALBUMS * TAPES! 
U.C.F. TIES! 
GlASSWARE 20°/o OFF! _ 
STUFFED ANIMALS 250/o OFF! 
IARGE SELECTION of 
PAPERBACKS at 
UNBELIEVABLE PRICES!!! 
CHECK EACH DAY FOR THE DAILY SPECIAL!!! 
WE NOW HAVE 
COKE le COKE PRODUCTS 
ON SALE .FOR THE HOLIDAYS!!! 
$ 7 :-14 • Case of 2 Litre Bottles 
~ $1.49 • Single 2 Utre Bottle 
HAVE A COKE AND A SMILE!!! 
HOLIDAY SAVINGS 
DEC. 2 • 20 








COMPUTER ltiffliJ~W SERVICES 
PERSONAL COMPUTER 
IBM COMPATIBLE 
The MOST COMPATIBLE one 
on the market 
• 256 Kb 
• 2 Floppy drives 
• Monochrome monitor 
• Word processor 
• $1395.00 
657-0988 
LAKE HOWELL PLAZA 
5411 L. Howell Rd. 
Winter.Pk. FL 32972 






THE SOUTH'S LARGEST SOURCE FOR COMICS. 
FANTASY & WAR GAMING. SCIENCE FICTION. & BLOOM CO. 
2814 Corrine Drive• 1 Mi . E. of Base• 896-1701 
Officer Training School 
What's In It For You? 
Air Force Officer-Training School has a lot to 
offer you. Completing this three-month school 
could be the first step toward a challenging and 
rewarding career. We offer a good starting salary 
... an opportunity (for those with special qualifica-
tions) to do graduate work at little or no cost... 
complete medical and dental care .. .30 days of 
vacation with pay each year .. Jow cost life insur-
ance ... and much, much more. We also offer you 
experience .. . Air Force experience. It all adds up to 
one of the finest opportunities available t9 young 
men and women today. Find out more about Air 
Force Officer Training School and what it can 
mean for you and your country. 
Contact: TSgt Dave Norris, 4640 S. 
Orange Blossom, RM 408, Orlando, FL 32809, 
Phone: 305-420-6069. 
A great way ol hie 
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I· RUNNERS 
FROM PAGE 17 
finished 2nd in the New South 
Women's Conference at 
Georgia Southern on Nov. 9. 
Competing at the meet were 
Georgia State, which finished 
first, Georgia Southern 
finishing third, Florida A&M, 
which finished fourth and 
Stetson finishing fifth. 
UCF also had two runners 
place all-conference. Gail 
Jones led UCF with a time of 
19:36 and placed third at the 
meet. Mary Mamott placed 
ninth with a time of 21:57. 
Finishing 12 for UCF was 
Rose Vuoso. She was followed 
by Laura Saunders finishing 
14 and Tracy Hart, who also 
plays vollyball for UCF, in 18 
place. 
The Athletic Department is 
planning to organize a track 
club for January. Coach Dana 
Martin said, "We're trying to 
get a club together for the 
spring, but it has to clear 
through Student Govern-
ment. We're hoping to move 
up to NCAA competition 
next year." . 
Anyone interested in par-
ticipating in the UCF Track 
and field club call Coach Mar-
tin at 275-2026 within the 





FROM PAGE 15 
the nation in the heavyweight class. Cucci 
also feels that Neuner should be able to make 
All-America for the Knights which takes 
placing eighth or better at the national tour-
nament. 
••• is to 
become 
Neuner will not be able to attend because 
he is coinmited to playing in the football 
team's last game of the year. Neuner explain- · 
ed, "I'd like to go, but right now I have to put 
100 percent of my efforts into football. I · 
won't be able to give 100 percent to wrestling 
until the football season ends." 
UNITED 
Cucci said, "I was hoping that Paul would 
be able to come to the tournament, but after 
the last football game he played, he was nam-
ed defensive player of the game. I expected 
him to make that decision. It was a decision 
that he pad to make.,, 
THE HAIR SHOP 
. Precision-Styie Cut $8.00 
.. . . . -
FULL SERVICE SALON 
~ALK-INS WELCOME 
10509 E. Colonial Dr. 
(Winn Dixie Center) 
UNION PARK 
282·1700 
DaUY 9-5_& Thuts. til 8 
WRESTLERS 
FROM PAGE 11 
Smith took a 20-5 lead in the 
second period. 
In the 150-pound weight 
class, UCF Senior Mike · 
Bouchard edged Keven Sciac-
ca in a three point team deci-
sion by a score of 10-8. 
Bouchard-claimed his victory 
Op~ning Second --Location late in the third period by 
· scoring a takedown (worth 
For Your Convience PLAZA HAIR .STYLING two points) and a nearfall 
9318 E. Colonial Dr. (worth two points for almost 
Tower S uare pinning opponent) in posting 
!~=====================~ aninsur~untahle1~6kad II In the 158-pound weight 
TUF MINI STORAGE 
10% Discount 
with UCF ID card! 
Regular Rates 
5 ft. x 5 ft. 
5 ft. x , 0 ft. 
10 ft. x 10 ft. 
10 ft. x 20 ft . . 
11815 E Colonial Drive 







class, Stetson's Todd Gustaf· 
son won a four point major 
team decision over UCF 
Freshmen Joe Warsek by ·a 
score of 1 7-6. W arsek suc-
cessfully took his opponent 
down in preventing him from 
taking a 15 point lead which 
would have a technical pin 
and two more team points for 
Stetson. 
In the 167-pound class, the 
Knight's Junior Russ Schenk 
claimed a three point team 
decision over Tom Stallings 
by a score of 14-8. Schenk 
took control of his match ear· 
ly in the second period by 
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~! scoring a two point reversal 
BUSINESS, E.CONOMICS OR . 
FINANCE MAJORS 
The Navy Training Equipment 
Cente.r, Orlando, wants to hfre 
sophmores, juniors or seniors to 
work in the Cont·racts Division full-
time during the Spring semester 
1986. Pay starts at GS-3 to GS-4. For 
details, come to the U.C.F 
Cooperative Education Office, Suite 
12~, Adm. Blqg. 
(going from the bottom posi-
tion to the top position) to 
capture a 6-4 lead and the in-
ititive of the match. 
In the 177-pound class, 
Stetson's Tony Gustafson 
won a four point team major 
decision over UCF senior Vic 
Pistone. 
In the 190 pound class, 
Freshmen Hal Crowley won a 
three point team decision over 
Scott Adorns by a score of 
6:3. 
And finally in the heavy 
weight class, the Knight's 
Junior Paul Neuner pinned 
Richard Batchelor at 2:25 in· 
to the match. Cucci said, 
"Paul did just what we ex-
pected of him. He's in great 
enough shape to participate . 
in two sports at the same 
time." .1: 
'/ 
STUDENT SENATE REPORT 
MEASURES IN COMMITTEE: SENATE MEETINGS 
BILLS: 
18-01 -Amending SG Statutes: Election Statutes-TotaJ Revision (EA) 
)8-02 -Creating three Types of Leadership Scholarships for the students (OAF) 
18-06 -Amending Statutes: The Finance Code-Total Revision (OAF) 
Students are invited to attend all senate 
meetings and may address the Senate each 
week on issues pertaining to student life. 
TUESDAY 3:15 ADM 147 . . 
MEASURES VOTED ON: DID YOU KNOW THAT: 
R 18-02: Amending Rules and Proced.ures: Concerning Excused 
Lateness to Senate Meetlngs(Sponsored by Sen. Neidhart) 
Travel and C&O funds are available for clubs (or the following: 
1. Conference registration 
2. Office Supplies 
3. On-campus advertising 
R18-03: Amending Rules ·and Procedures: Clarifying Senate meeting time 
and absences(Sponsored by Sen. Neff 
Forms can be picked up at the SG Main Desk 
SENATE COMMITTEE DESCRIPTIONS: SENATE COMMITTEE MEETING TIME 
T.C.0. - TH 5-6 SC 211 
0.A.F. - W 9-10 SWR 
TCO -Reviews requests for conference registration, office supplies and advertising 
OAF -Reviews Finance Statutes and legislation Involving money 
l.J.R. - W 5-6 SWR S/P -Reviews legislation relating to student services or publicity 
E.A. - M 4-5 SWR , EA -Reviews Statutes and interviews Presidential appointments 
S.P. - TH 4-5 SWR l:JR -Reviews Statutes, and Rules and Procedures 
• SWR-Senate Work Room 
All committee meetings are open to students 
ASF -Is a joint Senate/Executive committee that makes a budget recommendation 
to the Senate 
TO THE STUDENT: -
If you hcive any comments, questions or concerns about the Senate Report or any legislation, please feel free to stop· by the Senate Work Room 
(~ 217) 
November 19, 1985 Student Senate Meeting Records 
~ ~ ~ ~ <Ji ~<i' ~ ~ ~ ~ cP ~ Q;.0 coc:::,'l,, ~,,,_, ~ (J ~ ~ () ~ Q, ~ ~ ~(j~t-.:. .... Cij <:f ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 'bc:::, 'bc:::, ~ 4" ~ 
Geneva Craven p p y y John Morrison 
q._O ((.'~~to.:. ~t\. 
John Armstrong A A - -A A - -
Donna Caccioppo p p y y Laura Blake A A - - Jimmy Straehla p p y y 
Ted Young A A - :. · Linda Huelsman p p y y Cheri Sapp p p y y 
Cynthia Schmidt p p y y Carl Neidhart p p y y Diane Armillotti p p y y 
. Susan Bubbers A resigned Dennis Lasley p p y y Chris Styles . A A - -
Nick Tarantino p p y y Michael Woodruff p p y y Vincent Vazquez A A - -
Greg Neff p p v v Mike Ptacek p p y y Ross Brown p p y y 
Kelly Young p p y y William Dietz p p y y Frank Ladd p p y y 
Vickie Westmark p p y y Bryan Puch A A - -
Paid.Advertisement A-Absent P-Present Y·Yes N·No 










TN THE SOL FROM 10-6 
/ 
DEC.12-18, 16-19 JAN. 6-10 
Sell for more"'-- Buy for less 
HERE IS HOW IT WORKS 
BUY: If you need a used book for~lass, come by the book exchange with your course number 
and we will see if we have the book you need. If we do it will be cheaper than the bookstore. 
SELL: If you have a used book,. stop by the book exchange and we will find out if the book is 
currently being ~secL If it is, then YOU set the pri.c(# somewhere between what the books·tore charges ancfwhat 
they would pay you for it. 
. . . . .. . .. .. ... ... .. 
.. 
' 
The ent~rtainment and feature supplement of '*''he Central Florida Future 
BY JAYNE FRYE 
Jon Bon Jovi is willing to work for suc-
cess. 
In a recent Confetti interview, this 
talkative young man (he's only twenty-
four) gave the impression of someone on 
the way up, someone who wants to fill 
arenas and stadiums around the country as 
a headline act. Playing "for two hours" 
and not being told "you can't do that'' are 
goals of his. 
As a matter of fact, he doesn't see 
himself as an opening act. He sees the 
crowd for this tour as being composed of 
three or four thousand Bon Jovi fans and 
five or six thousand Ratt fans. He's eager-
ly anticipating the day those numbers 
reverse. Right now his band is touring 
with Ratt. 
And Jon does love playing live. All he 
needs to do to psyche himself up is for the 
house lights to go down, the stage lights 
to go on, and wait for that moment "when 
people start smiling." 
He wants to play ''to the crowd, not at 
them.'' He even likes to tell the audience 
that they are members of the band. 
When asked about the differences bet-
ween audiences in Japan, Europe and the 
United States he replied that "they're like 
three different worlds. Japan is like. 
Beatlemania, Europe is very blue collar, 
V • • • 9 .............. e 9 •.O. o • • •• 9 
' 
America is Hollywood.'' 
There's no question as to which of the 
world's women he prefers: "There's 
nothing like American women." 
After starting this tour with three and a 
half months spent working abroad there's 
also no question that Bon Jovi is.happy to 
be home, "all we kept thinking about is 
when are we going to play America?" 
Bon Jovi, like· most musicians, listens to 
a wider variety of-music.than most of his 
fans probably do. When doing in store pro- . 
motions, he has stipulated that he gets to 
pick the music that is played. Right now, 
you're likely to find him playing U2, 
Cruzados, Springsteen, Tom Petty and 
Marillion. 
As a matter of fact, he said the Cruzados 
tape was in his tape player as we spoke. 
On the way up, a performer often doesn't 
have control over all aspects of his career. 
Bon Jovi found out the hard way, with 
several videos he's less than pleased with. 
His first video, for the song "Runaway," 
was done by what he calls "some joke 
company," chosen by the record company. 
For the band's next clip, "She Don't 
Know," he chose a producer whose work, 
with Kiss and Loverboy, he'd admired, 
Martin Kahan. 
SEE BON JO.VI, PAGE 2 






How to be a Zillionaire 
Polygram Records 
Well, well, well. Those 
wacky cut-ups are back, with 
a new look, a new sound, and 
a new disc. After 198;3 's poor· 
ly received · Beauty Stab, 
group leader Martin Fry has 
forsaken the real-world con-
cerns of that record for a 
return to the glam pop sound 
of their 1982 chart-topper, li.• llllllii'iiiiililliiliiiiliiiiliillliiiiiilillilliiimiiliilllll.....,iimliimi:dj 
While this is a record that 
you can dance yourself to ex-
haustion, there are a few con-
cessions to the ballad-laden 
ABC old. The wistful "Ocean 
Blue" is touted by the cover 
sticker as gJle of the "hits" 
contained on this record. 
While I don't know if that 
means that it'll be released as 
as single, I sure wouldn't 
mind hearing it on the radio 
as it certainly makes for a 
healthy antidote to the. 
maudlin antics of Lionel Rit-
chie. 
"The Lexicon of Love." 
But there is a significant 
difference in sound here. 
Where "L'exicon" was drench· 
ed in romanticism, How To 
Be A Zillionaire is, with a few 
exceptions, an exercise in 
puns. These sentiments, 
however, are at odds with the 
Saturday morning cartoon 
funk of the music, creating a 
record which can be enjoyed 
on two levels. 
As evidenced by the cover, 
the new ABC inay be content 
to turn themselves into cam-
py self-caricatures for o~ 
listening pleasure but that 
doesn't necessarily mean that 
the music has to be a shallow 
as their image. 
cynicism. 
Songs like the title track, 
which t.ells of a paradise 
"larger than life and twice as 
ugly,"if we have to live there, 
you'll have to drug me," 
reveal that Fry hasn't lost his 
penchant for clever lyrical 
While "Lexicon" sounded 
like Roxy Music, 
"Zillionaire" is a crisp, dance 
floor exercise in mega-
beatbox dance riffs circa 
1985, making for a third 
album which is distinctly dif-
ferent from the other two. BY JIM DONATO 
Calendar 
OPET TURKEY 
Adopt a turkey from the Central Florida 
i,oo during the month of November. $15 pays 
for the care and feeding of the bird. Other 
animal adoption programs are also availabele 
for elephants and tigers and other animals. 
Call the Central Florida Zoo at 843-2341. 
DPLAYS 
The Tropical Theatre will present Preston 
Jones' A Texas Trilogy opening Nov. 29. The 
three plays that will be performed are The 
Last Meeting of the Knights of the White 
Manolia, Lu Ann Laverty -Oberlander open· 
ing Dec. 5 and The Oldest Living Graduate 
for Dec. 12. For more info and tickets call 
841-0083. 
DART SHOW 
The UCF Art Gallery presents paintings 
by Roxanne Price Nov. 25-Dec. 13. Price's 
landscape paintings and self portraits will be 
exhibit.ed in the 3rd floor art gallery. 
A show and sale of ceramic work, earthen-
ware and porcelain will take place Dec. 6, 7 -10 
p.m., Dec. 7 10 a.m. 9 p.m., Dec. 8 ·12-5 p.m. 
at the Crealde School of Art. Susan Hudson, 
Ann Robinson and Susan Bach will be the 
featured artists .in Clay Bodies III. For more 
info call 671-1886. 
A workshop on Dec. 7 will be offered by 
Pet.er Schreyer and Linda Carpent.er who are 
instructors at Crealde Arts. The workshop in· 
eludes a fieldtrip and a concentration in land· 
scape photography. Fee is $50. Call to 
regis~r at 671-1886. 
OCHINEESE CERAMICS SHOW 
The Koger collection of Chinese ceramics 
will be on display at the Loch Haven Art 
Cent.er Dec. 1 through Jan. 1. The 154-piece 
collection is representative of The Chinese 
dynasties and cultures from early Neolithic 
period around 7000-1000 B.C. through the 
19th century. Admission is $2 for students. 
For further info call 896-4231. 
OWINDOW DESIGNS 
The world's most extensive collection of 
window designs by Louis C. Tiffany will be 
on displayed at Christmas in The Park Dec. 4 
from 5:30-9 .p.m. at the Morse Gallery of Art. 
Music will be provided by the Singing Boys 
a?d Girls of Orlando followed by community 
smg-along. Open to the public. 
DATLANTA TRIP 
Reservations should be made by November 
29, -1985 for a fun-filled weekend in Atlanta, 
sponsored by the Loch Haven Art Center. 
The group will leave Orlando Friday morn-
ing, December 13, with a noon check-in at the 
Ritz Carlton Buckhead, across from Sak's, 
Tiffany's , Gucci and Neiman Marcus. Visit 
the High Museum in the dafternoon and the 
Ann ·Jacob Art Gallery before dinner at the 
Peasant Uptown Restaurant. 
The cost for this trip is $240 per person, 
which includes all of the above except the 
Brunch and airfare. 
For further information please call 
896-4231. 
DANNIE RUSSEL THEATRE 
The Annie Russell Theatre at Rollins Col-
lege opens its second production of the 
1985-1986 season with C.P. Taylor's bit-
tersweet w~time play "And a Nightingale 
Sang." Performances are scheduled Friday, 
November 29 through Saturday, December 
7th at 8:00 p.m. wih a matinee on Saturday, 
November 30th. 
The Annie Russell Theatre box office is 
open from 1·5 p.m. daily. For tickets or fur. 
ther information, call the · Annie Russell 
Theatre box office at 646-2145. 
DDECEMBER LASER SHOW 
Fridays at 8:00 - "Holiday on Eyes", Sats. 
at 8 and 9 · "Genesis," with Phil Collins 
All laser shows $2.50 per person except 
special Floyd fund raiser, which is $3.00. 
(There is no discount for seeing both shows. 
Each shew is a separat.e price.) Members see 
Laser Shows for $1.50, except for fund raiser, 
which is full price. 
DTAPING TAX . 
On October 7, Senator Charles Mathias 
(R-Md) introduced a bill to impQse royalty 
taxes on blank audio tape and recording 
equipment. S.1739 would tax blank tape at 
one penny-per-minute and add a tax of 5 % to 
the wholesale price of tape recorders -- 25 % 
on dual deck recorders. The proceeds would 
be distributed to record and music publishing 
companies by the · Copyright Royalty 
Tribunal. A hearing on S.1739 was held on 
October 30 in the Senate Subcommittee on 
Copyrights, Patents and Trademarks. 
If you have any questions, or would like ad-
ditional information, please don't hesitate to 
call on our toll-free number, 800-282-TAPE. 
BON JOVI 
FROM PAGE l 
The next clip from the band, "Only Lonely" was done 
with Jack Coles, whose videos for Steve Perry were some 
of Bon Jovi's favorites. The clip turned out to be a major 
disappointment for Bon J ovi. 
"I did the casting, found the locations. I worked with 
the director for two weeks, I had him drink with the band, 
I made him go out with us. And he too was going through 
the same personal problem that I was going through when 
I wrote the song. Then we said look, we're gonna write a 
screenplay for the song. ' ' 
Bon J ovi trusted Coles with the editing. When he saw 
the completed clip, he regretted the decision. Not only 
was the clip nothing like what he expected, he found out 
that it contained "eight shots of the director's brother 
and one of the guitar player." 
"In And Out Of Love," the first single from the latest 
Bon Jovi album, the certified gold 7800 Farenheit, also 
had a Kahan video. It's Bon Jovi's favorite clip. 
· The new clip, for the glam-rock-sounding ''Silent 
Night," didn't turn out as expected either. It was suppos-
ed to resemble Don Henley's superb "Boys Of Summer," 
but Bon Jovi refers to it as "great concept-- if you watch 
it on three TVs." 
As for big name video directors such as Russel Mulcahy 
and Godley and Creme, Bon Jovi remains unimpressed, "I 
don't li,ke any of them, and I don't trust any of them." 
From now on, he plans on insisting on working with 
Kahan. "He's great, and everybody else stinks." 
He's not particularly pleased with a 1984 concert due to 
air soon on MTV. When asked if it would be a video 
preview of the show Bon Jovi replied, "We're a lot better 
than that. 
He hopes to have a new album out in May. Suprisingly, 
he would like veteran pop producer Mike Chapman to 
work with the band. 
Was Bon J ovi serious? Chapman (probably best known 
for producing Blondie) seems like one of t}J.e least likely 
canidat.es to produce what Jon calls "absolutely an . 
American rock band." Bon Jovi seems to think that "our 
toughness and his slickness" will make an int.eresting 
combination. 
As a matter of fact~ Bon J ovi is pretty adamant about 
the "rock band" tag. Despite being awarded Best New 
Band honors by England's head-banging Kerrangl he's 
one of many metal-tinged rt>ckers who tries to avoid the 
tag "heavy metal." 
He start.ed playing the guitar "to pick up chicks on the 
beach." Now he's poised on the brink of the sort of suc-
cess that will see his group of "cowboys" .("we sort of ride 
into town, hit 'em hard and ride out") headlining large 
arenas. 
Bon Jovi will be in concert with Ratt on Dec. 6 at the 
Orange County Civic Center. Tickets are $14.00, general 
admission, available.from Select-A-Seat outlets and the 




Confetti will take a break next week to make 
room for. The Central F/,orida Future's special 
report on UCF athletics. Confetti will return for 
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'L.A.' IS a tense crime dram.a· • 
BY TANIA DICKSON 
To Live and Die in L.A. is 
an innovative crime drama 
about counterfeiting and 
revenge in the glamourous 
and sometimes gritty city of 
Los Angeles. 
A United States Secret Ser-
vice agent gets killed when he 
discovers the printshop of a 
vicious counterfeiter. His 
partner, Richard Chance 
played by William L. 
Petersen, swears to revenge 
his friend's death. Chance and 
John Vukovich, a sensative, 
"by the book" agent pursue 
the counterfeiter through.Los 
Angeles on leads from infor-
mants, stake-outs, and a few 
not-so-legal methods that 
Vukovich, portrayed by actor 
John Pankow, doesn't handle 
very well. 
played by Debra Feurer. 
Although the two major· 
characters are each other's 
enemies, Chance and Masters 
have extremely similar 
characteristics. Both men are 
on opposite sides of the law 
yet are just as daring and 
ruthless to achieve their 
goals. They both abuse and 
ruin people and will risk their 
lives to get what they want. 
Masters conveniently ar-
ranges a hit on his most loyal 
counterfeiter . runner when 
Chance gets to close to him. 
Chance will overlook the 
death of an FBI agent and 
who's death he had inadvertly · 
caused, to get Masters. This 
similarity in characters adds 
an interesting dramatic twist 
to the film. 
Eventually they are led 
directly to the man responsi-
ble for the cold-blooded 
murder .that had put him at 
the top of the Secret Service's 
"wanted" list. 
To Live and Die in L.A. is 
directed by William Friedkin. 
A few of his other notable 
films are The French Connec-
tion and The Exorcist. 
Friedkin, along with the 
author of the book from which 
the film is based co-wrote the 
screenplay. The author is 
Gerald Petievich, a United 
States Secret Service agent 
who specialized in the field of 
counterfeiting This aspect 
lends a strong sense of reality 
to the film. 
Secret Service agents Vukovich (left) and Chance (center) arrest a counterfeiter's 
bag man in To L.ive And Die In L.A. 
. Eric Masters, played by 
Willem Dafoe, is the ruthless 
criminal who has successfulfy 
eluded the Secret Service for 
many years. Masters is very 
intelligent and has survived 
and made a profit in a deadly 
business. He is assisted . by 
his lover, Bianca Torres, a 
night club dancer. She helps 
him find out about potential 
clients and set up those who 
have crossed him. She is 
The 
The audience is shown what 
a diverse job being a Secret 
Service agent entails. One 
day Chance and the other 
agents are guarding the Presi-
dent, the next they are stak-
ing out a deadly counterfeiter. 
Even though To Live and 
Open 24 hou~s 
Die in L.A. was filmed in the 
already over exposed city of 
Los Angeles, Friedkin is 
careful in choosing his loca-
tions. The parts of the city we 
see are areas not ever used 
before in films. 'Friedkin 
choses his locations and neat- _ 
ly contrasts the glitter and 
grime of the city of angels. 
Friedkin creates a 
fascinating visual experience 
of captured moods and almost 















·Students and Personnel 
to a Coffee and Donut Break 




enjoy fresh donuts and coffee 
Wh'ile· you .study or just relax 
l!lll--·---1111!1-- · COUPON - --------THE ·. 
DONUT MAKER 
9809 E. Colonial, Union Pk. 
BUCK·A·BAG 
Six Donuts fo( a Dollar, wi.th this coupon 
(Reg. $1.79) Limit 2 Bags Per Coupon 












Angeles. Also, the musical 
score to the film gave it an ex-
otic feel. The band Wang 
Chung composed the music 
for the movie. Their songs 
such as "To Live and Die in 
L.A.'' tend to stay with you 
and make you think. 
The most incredible' scene 
in the film is the car chase. It 
begins underneath a bridge 
behind Union Station, speeds 
through the concrete basin of 
the Los Angeles River, and 
ends up in an exciting high 
speed chase the wrong way 
down a busy L.A. freeway. 
This scene keeps the audience 
on the edge of their seats. The 
only real problem is that a few 
parts of the film tend to drag 
a bit. The director could have 
eliminated some of the visual 
experience and perhaps 
developed the powerful 
characters even. further. 
The actors in the film are 
very good and quite effective. 
(ientJe 'Dental 
SCOTT EBNER D.D.S. 
4063 N. GOLDENROD RD. 
WINTER PARK (opposite KMart) 
677·8888 
.6.~) J)J.cfll~~ 
/C~e.~ 2001 flavors available ... 
\.:_ • /0 and still more. to be concocted! 
.\\ • / We feature deliciously crisp 
\ . I handmade cones. 
V Central Florida's Complete 
Ice Cream Store! 
Create your own flavor 
Have an Ice Dream 
Tonight 657-8700 
The only 99 Percent 4084 N. Goldenrod - next to 
Fat-Free Yogurt in University Cinem., a 8 
Florida 
r; 
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• PMRC wins· battle 
BY PAT VERNON 
Like it or Not Warning Labels Are 
Here:Negotiations between the Recording In-
dustry Association of America, The National 
Parent Assn. and the Parents Music 
Resource Center (PMRC) have ended and an 
agreement has been reached. Most major 
record lables have agreed to place warning 
lables or provide lyric sheets that . will be 
visable to the buyer. 
· LP's containig lyrics depicting explicit 
violence, sex or drug abuse will be labeled. 
Record companies must decide whether or 
not the LP contains messages of explicit 
violence, sex or drug abuse. If the record 
does, it will be slapped with the label: "Ex-
plict Lyrics-Parental Advisory.'' 
This agreement is for all types of music and 
·it is expected to take effect sometime in the 
next 60 to 90 days. PMRC member Elizabeth 
Baker said her group will exert pressure on 
artists or lables which refuse to abide by the 
''voluntary'' accord. The PMRC will monitor 
the new policy for one year and asses its effec-
tiveness. 
But this is only the begining, I assure you. 
The PMRC's new project is rock videos. 
Since MTV met with the right-wing ex-
tremists last summer they have tried to be 
more mainstream . . However, PMRC presi-
dent Pam Howard said that MTV's efforts 
have not been "totaly adequate." 
Murray Honored: Bill Murray is the winner 
of the 1985 Jack Benny Award for Excellence 
In Entertainment. Murray is the ninth enter-
tainer to be honored for "outstanding con-
tributions in the field of comedy." A list of 
previous winners includes: David Letterman, · 
Joan Rivers, George Burns, Rodney Danger-
field, John Belushi, Chevy Chase and ~ohnny 
Carson. 
The Secretary General of the United Na-
BEAT THE CLOCK 
MONDAY 
8:00 FREE DRINKS 
9:00 50¢ DRINKS 
10:00 $1.00 DRINKS 





tions will present a special citation to Little 
Steven and the Artists Against Apartheid 
for their "cultural boycott" of South Africa. 
Little Steven is Miami Steve Van Zandt, 
Bruce Springsteen's longtime guitarist and 
leader of the group Little Steven and the 
Diciples of Soul 
· Madonna has been offered the Brigette 
Bardot role in the remake of And God • 
Sat. Vigil Mass 6:00 PM 
Sun. Masses 
8:00, 10:30 and 12 noon 
Masters Choir Rehersal 
Wednesday 7:3Q 
1501 South Alafaya Trail 
275-0841 
.WELCOME 
Created Woman. Roger Vadim will direct the ~------------------
Warner Bros. release. Negotiations are in the 
works for Sean Penn and Madonna to co-star 
in Shanghai Suprises. Maybe we'll get lucky 
and Madonna will stick to film instead of 
singing. Yet even these hopes were dashed 
when I heard that Madonna is already 
started work on her new album. There~s a new 
twist, she actually going to write some of the 
songs. A rare treat indeed. 
Eric Clapton-Live '85 J.s a new Vestron 
Video which will be released in January. The 
60-minute cassette features "Layla," "I Shot 
The Sheriff," "Forever Man," and "Lay 
Down Sally." List price will be 29.95. 
Pete Townshend's latest video project will 
be released this week. White City is a 
60-mintue film which fuses music and visual 
imagery. There is a story line about two 
Englishmen who really can't get along but 
Pete would prefer if no one paid attention to 
it. "What story line there is," said Townshed, 
"I greatly regret it being there. The film is 




FREE ADMISSION .FOR LADIES 
2 FOR 1 DRINKS 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
MAJORS 
United Telept)one of Florida, 
Altamonte Springs, wants a junior 
with a minimum 3.0 G.P.A. to work 
full-time during Spring semester 
1986. 
Pay starts at· $7 to $8 hourly. For 
details come to the U.C.F 
Cooperative Education Office, Suite 
124, Adm. Bldg. 
FRIDAY l\t11AMI 
VICE PARTY . 
WATCH THE SHOW ON . 
FREE F.ROZEN STRAWBERRY DAQUIRIES WIDE SCREEN T.VJ 
CONTESTS, PRIZES 
& :T-SHIRTS THURSDAY 
SURPRISE PARTY 




THE PARTY NEVER STOPS 
SUPER SUNDAY 
PARTY FREE ADMISSION FOR MEN 
BEER BUCKET BONANZA 
DRINK LIKE A MAN 
50¢ DRAFT BEER 
U.C.F. STUDENT 1 /2 PRICE ENTRANCE 
MON. - THURS. WITH l.D. 
NO COVER 
CHARGE 
The First And Only European Video Disco Multiplex 
In The State Of Florida 
OFF THE WALL 
4892 S. Orange Blossom Tr., Orlando. FL 328019 
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